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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is to estimate evacuation vulnerability in a non-specific evacuation

context. Three measures were calculated to evaluate the evacuation vulnerability of locations

within Frontenac County, Ontario: population/capacity ratios, link removal analysis and the

composite vulnerability measure. By utilizing both population/capacity ratios, as typified by Cova

and Church (1997), and link removal analysis, a composite estimate of vulnerability can be

determined. The composite vulnerability measure integrates the population/capacity ratios and the

link removal analysis to examine the effect of link unavailability on evacuation difficulty.

Subsequently, a linear regression analysis is utilized to estimate these complex measures

incorporating simple variables. These include population, road and dead-end densities. The

advantage of a regression analysis is that it can be used in any situation and for any given area.

This research demonstrates that evacuation vulnerability of a network is of key

importance for identifying which parts of a populated area may need plans put into place before

the necessity of an evacuation occurs. Certain road configurations are shown to be more

vulnerable than others, particularly neighbourhoods with a limited number of exits. Overall, the

composite vulnerability measure identifies areas of increased and decreased vulnerability

throughout Frontenac County. This regression analysis demonstrates a spatial pattern of

calculated vulnerability values similar to those predicted based on the regression equation.

Importantly, the regression analysis has demonstrated that it might be used to identify vulnerable

areas in a simpler manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Evacuation modelling is a diverse topic that ranges from disaster relief to the movement of

population in a disaster scenario. Threats today include floods, wildfires, earthquakes, tornadoes,

hurricanes, pandemics, oil spills, and terrorism. Evacuation plans have taken on relevance as

disasters/hazards become more prevalent. Typically, evacuation zones can be used to delineate an

area surrounding the cause of an evacuation. One typical example is that of forest fires, where

evacuation zones have been defined to identify those people most at risk (Cova et al., 2005).

Historically, researchers have shown that during disasters, people will only evacuate to

the perimeter of an evacuation zone and will most often travel as family units (Zeigler et al.,

1984). However, in nuclear incidents, such as Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, people have been

found to flee greater distances and from a larger area (Morrison, 1997). People’s behaviour in an

evacuation will influence how they leave an area and where they will go.

An initial task in any evacuation study is to identify the evacuation zone. Every real

world evacuation study is based on a specific zone whose extent depends upon the nature and

severity of the disaster. This highlights the difference between specific versus non-specific

evacuation studies. Specific evacuation studies focus on the people vulnerable to a specific

disaster identified within an evacuation zone, and plans were created to effectively evacuate

them. Non-specific evacuation is a more general approach which identifies populations and areas

that would be vulnerable in any evacuation context. Non-specific evacuation studies may lead to

more general results because the conclusions are not tied to a specific disaster occurrence.
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The research presented here focuses on vulnerability analyses, as notions of vulnerability

are a key component of evacuation studies. Vulnerability in an evacuation scenario can be

thought of in two separate ways. First it is common to emphasize the vulnerable groups of the

population, typically the elderly, the infirm, small children, or the poor. From a planning

perspective, knowledge of the location of vulnerable groups would be beneficial in developing an

evacuation strategy in any real disaster scenario. But vulnerability can also be thought of in a

completely different way. Are there locations within a city which are vulnerable to disasters

simply because evacuation is difficult due to the inherent structure of the population distribution

and the transportation system? If such areas can be identified, measures can be put in place to

mitigate the potential consequences of disaster-forced evacuations. In this thesis, the term

vulnerability relates to the spatial structure of the population and available transportation

network.

To undertake studies in this second context it is useful to represent the spatial structure of

any city as a simple network or graph consisting of a set of network nodes (or intersections, or

points) and a set of network links (or edges or roads). The population of an area is then assumed

to be distributed across the network and can be associated with a particular network node. If

highly disaggregated data were to exist, it would be possible to associate the population at each

civic address with a particular network node, e.g., the nearest intersection. Where spatial data on

population exist, for example from census data, the population in an area can be assigned to the

network nodes by assuming that it is evenly spread across the census defined area. For small or

sparsely populated zones, this represents a reasonable assumption.

The main goal of this thesis is to identify areas that are vulnerable in an evacuation. The

abstract representation of the city as a transportation network creates two fundamental

components: nodes where populations are assumed to exit, and links upon which they can travel.
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It is these network components that have been used to develop measures of vulnerability. One

method, as typified by Cova and Church (1997), attempts to identify areas as groups of network

nodes that are vulnerable. This is based on a ratio of the population in the cluster to the available

exit capacity. Obviously, a large population and a limited number of exit lanes describe areas that

are extremely vulnerable, whereas a small population associated with many exit lanes is not. This

measure assumes that all links of the transportation infrastructure are available. What if they are

not? In the transportation network literature, it has been shown to be useful to identify ‘important’

links as those whose removal or unavailability leads to either network failure or poor

performance. Some links’ unavailability would not lead to vulnerability of the network, if they do

not overly degrade performance. In our case, performance is measured by vulnerability. This is a

very complex issue because we should consider situations where a number of different links

become simultaneously unavailable. If the network has n nodes and e edges or links, there are e

different possibilities. For two unavailable links, there are C(e, 2) combinations, where C(e, 2) is

the number of combinations of e links taken two at a time. For links taken three at a time there

would be C(e,3) combinations and so forth. In this study we will limit ourselves to single link

possibilities. The principal objective of this study is to integrate these two approaches by

developing a composite measure of vulnerability.

1.2 Goals and Objectives

1.2.1 Goals

The first goal is to calculate measures of vulnerability for Frontenac County, including:

population/capacity ratios and link removal. Second, these two approaches are integrated into a

composite vulnerability measure. Third, these measures will be compared and contrasted,
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identifying places that are vulnerable. Finally, a regression analysis is utilized to see if it can

effectively estimate the results of these complex vulnerability measures.

1.2.2 Specific Objectives

The objectives of this research are:

1. To combine the approaches of population/exit capacity, as described by Cova and

Church (1997), and the link removal analysis to determine a composite measure of

vulnerability;

2. To determine how effectively the three measures identify vulnerable areas in Frontenac

County; and

3. To determine whether vulnerable areas, identified by the more complex measures, can be

identified using readily available spatial measures such as road density, population

density or their ratio.

1.3 Study Area

This research utilizes data for Frontenac County, Ontario, including street network and population

information. The study area does not include the outlying islands, including Wolfe and Howe

Islands, which are only connected to the street network by the ferry system. The street network

used in this research consists of a mix of road types including crescents, boulevards, avenues,

parkways, and highways obtained from the NAVTEQTM datasets. The The 2006 Canadian

Census: Age and Sex Counts by Dissemination Area was also used to obtain population data. All

data used in this research are primary in nature and readily available.
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1.4 Structure of Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. The overall context of the research as well as the research

goals and objectives has been outlined in Chapter 1. The literature review as discussed in Chapter

2 interprets the antecedent evacuation research in terms of the themes of population and network

vulnerability. The methodologies and analyses conducted to address the research questions are

outlined in Chapter 3. Chapter 4, the results and discussion chapter, explores and evaluates the

findings of this research. Finally, Chapter 5 reviews the major findings and presents

recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The disaster management cycle is described in various ways throughout the emergency

management literature. This cycle is a system for describing all planning and responses to a

hazardous event and the management of all related activities (Shaluf, 2008). Disaster

management can be characterized by three phases, i.e., pre-disaster, during, and post-disaster

(WHO, 2003), or described as a cycle with four elements, i.e., warning, impact, emergency and

recovery (Levinson et al., 2002). A typical characterization used by the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) in the United States consists of four stages: mitigation,

preparedness, response, and recovery (FEMA, 2006; Shaluf, 2008). Mitigation not only begins

the cycle but, importantly ends it (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: The Disaster Management Cycle (Shaluf, 2008, p.121)
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These phases of the cycle are not mutually exclusive; there is overlap between them. For

example, early warning systems would be included not only in mitigation but also in

preparedness. The four phases of the disaster management cycle are described below in detail

with examples.

Mitigation, the first and last stage, describes any steps that are used to prevent a disaster

from occurring and/or to minimize the effects if the hazard should prove unavoidable (Shaluf,

2008; Kapucu, 2008; Cutter, 2003). Mitigation includes such steps as: vulnerability risk analysis,

regulation updates, preventative health care and education. This phase can also include how cities

are planned and developed. A typical construct of mitigation is evacuation zones, as it involves

identifying an ‘at-risk’ population and an area around the origin of a disaster. Remote sensing is

another example of mitigation, as it can be used for prediction, monitoring, detection, and damage

assessment (Gitas et al., 2008). Remote sensing can also be used as an early warning system to

predict the occurrence of a disaster (e.g., hurricane tracking).

Preparedness, the second stage of the disaster management cycle, identifies ways to

respond to a hazardous event before this event has occurred (Shaluf, 2008; Kapucu, 2008; Cutter,

2003). This stage involves logistic planning for an area to be in a “state of readiness” in a disaster

context (Shaluf, 2008, p.122). Evacuation plans are also a large component of this phase, as well

as regulations (land use and zoning), contact lists, and identifying emergency personnel and

services. A non-evacuation planning zone approach is typical in this stage, as it is a method to

estimate the difficulty to evacuate, independently of the cause. A significant component of the

preparedness stage involves appropriate training exercises in the event of a disaster.

The response stage consists of any action taken immediately prior to, throughout or

subsequent to the occurrence of a hazardous event. This is typically defined as rescuing

individuals and preventing further damage to people and property (Shaluf, 2008; Kapucu, 2008;
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Cutter, 2003). Response consists not only of ambulance and rescue but also evacuation and

shelter provision. Providing emergency food and medical supplies is another activity in this stage,

as it is the response to the hazardous event. This was seen during the 2004 tsunami disaster in

Southeast Asia, when aid was rushed into the area.

The final stage, recovery, is a long-term approach as it involves a return to previous or

improved infrastructure and level of services through continuing disaster relief measures (Shaluf,

2008; Kapucu, 2008). This could be as simple as removal of debris, damage assessment,

temporary housing, and reconstruction. This phase depends a great deal on community motivation

as the community would be the driving force to rebuild. What is learned throughout the recovery

stage is relevant to further preparedness and mitigation measures.

Evacuation is a major feature of the disaster management cycle, as it involves the

movement of people and goods in the threat of a disaster. Preparing, in the case of a disaster,

means determining potential areas, groups, or routes that are problematic, i.e., vulnerable in an

evacuation. Estimating evacuation difficulty is a technique of the preparedness phase of the cycle

to avoid problems in a future evacuation. Measures can be used to identify potential areas where

difficulties in an evacuation may arise. These areas might be a city, a neighbourhood or, even at

the micro-scale, a node or link

(Figure 2.2). An individual node

may be vulnerable due to the

structure of the city, as exit potential

can be limited through factors such

as limited lane capacity or

significant population density.Figure 2.2: Example of Network Hierarchy
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There is also the possibility that individual links in the network may be unavailable during an

evacuation due to an accident or construction. If certain key links are unavailable, then some

areas of the city might be at risk. The vulnerability of an entire network can be evaluated through

summing of the evacuation difficulty of its component parts: nodes and links.

This chapter reviews literature relevant to this issue and is organized into three sections.

The first section is a general overview of evacuation focusing on the nature of evacuation, and

specifically the use of evacuation zones, as well as examining people’s behaviour and perceptions

in an evacuation. The second section explores the vulnerability concept and describes commonly

used approaches, including non-evacuation planning to identify vulnerable populations and areas.

Finally, the third section discusses network vulnerability, as the transportation infrastructure is

susceptible in specific ways. Node and link vulnerability are also evaluated as the two

components of network vulnerability. Link vulnerability, in particular, is not usually included in

the context of evacuation modeling.

2.2 Evacuation

2.2.1 Context

The application of evacuation plans has recently taken on greater importance. Threats

include natural hazards, as well as man-made ones such as terrorism. In general, crisis situations

involve moving large numbers of people in a “safe and timely” manner. Evacuation can occur on

a national, regional, urban or neighbourhood scale. The evacuation of the southern United States

during Hurricanes Katrina and Rita provide useful examples of the necessity of a comprehensive

evacuation plan. In this region, due to the frequency of hurricanes experienced, the typical

evacuation plan calls for an exit to just beyond storm surge zones (Durham, 2006; 07-0961, Chiu
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et al., 2007). These two major hurricanes not only demonstrated the usefulness of evacuation

planning but also the failings. If evacuation plans are not enacted properly, the vulnerability of

people and areas will increase.

When Houston citizens attempted to leave the city as Hurricane Katrina approached, the

infrastructure was unable to support the mass exodus, leading to severe delays. Another example

occurred with the attempted evacuation of the World Trade Center on September 11th, 2001.

Evacuation plans had been designed and tested, but in this instance there was a lack of knowledge

of what was occurring and what exits were functioning (Gershon et al., 2004). This prevented

people from safely and quickly exiting the building. Many examples in the disaster literature

focus on the various applications of evacuation plans and, importantly, how planning can be

improved. This thesis focuses on the improvement of evacuation planning through the application

of a general model of vulnerability.

A significant way to reduce vulnerability is through early warning systems. Early

warning systems advise officials and citizens of where to evacuate, and also provide the

necessary images of the disaster, pre, during, and post. In 1992, Hurricane Andrew caused

approximately $US 25 billion worth of damage (Rappaport, 1994). However, satellites provided

early warnings that prevented major loss of human life. The high resolution images were used to

predict the hurricane’s movements and to construct three-dimensional models of the hurricane,

which once again allowed for advanced warning (NASA Observatorium, 1998,

http://observe.arc.nasa.gov, accessed May 10, 2008).

Whereas Hurricane Andrew is an example of a tragedy that was minimized by effective

early warning systems, the Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004 offers an example of a massive failure

of proper planning. This natural disaster is one of the worst in recorded history with at least

283,000 fatalities (Lay et al., 2005). There were no early warning systems in place, despite the
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fact that this area of the world is susceptible to natural disasters. This lack of foresight put

Southeast Asia at risk and increased the vulnerability of its citizens. It was only afterwards that

the global community responded.

An early warning system can be an effective measure to warn the population of an

impending disaster and of where to evacuate; however, this only applies to disasters that can be

forecast. In an evacuation, a useful way to reduce the vulnerability of citizens is to enable them to

exit the area in a timelier manner, through contraflow. This technique utilizes increased exit

capacity in an evacuation scenario by reversing all incoming routes to outgoing. This lane

reversal promotes exit mobility and lowers evacuation times for all people within an area

(Shekhar et al., 2006). However, during Hurricane Katrina, contraflow was not properly utilized,

severely restricting exit potential. There were large bottle-necks along the highway as people

attempted to evacuate (Wolson, 2006). Contraflow has proven effective in other disaster

situations. During Hurricane Floyd, contraflow was utilized in the Carolinas and Georgia as a

way to prevent loss of life (Wolshon, 2001). All three states believed that contraflow was a

beneficial strategy, as its potential to save lives outweighed any cost issues (e.g., signage).

Contraflow has become more widely used in evacuation plans, as this strategy significantly

reduced evacuation times and the vulnerability of citizens.

Early warning systems and contraflow highlight the very specific nature of evacuation

studies that restricts the development of general models. Many researchers feel that multiple

scenario testing and modelling is the best way to prepare in the advent of a disaster, however,

these methods are still context specific (Castle, 2006; Kanno et al., 2006). Only focusing on

specific types of disasters prevents research into more general approaches. This thesis emphasizes

this knowledge gap. Designing a general model of evacuation vulnerability that can be employed

in any situation would be beneficial not only to planners but to policy makers as well. General
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models of evacuation vulnerability allow for the identification of at-risk areas (Cova et al., 1997;

Church et al., 2000; Church et al., 2002; Rashed et al., 2003). This identification permits

vulnerable populations to be recognized and public safety to be improved during an evacuation.

2.2.2 Evacuation Zones

Evacuation zones are a popular method for determining those most at risk in an

evacuation scenario by demarcating around the origin of the disaster. This modelling technique is

frequently used in California during the forest fire season (Church et al., 2000; Cova et al., 1997;

Elmitiny et al., 2007). In any disaster scenario, it is important to focus on the people who fall

within the zone and how long it will take them to exit. When a zone is delineated in a wildfire

context, it is oval shaped and based on wind speed and direction (Cova et al., 2005). The shape of

an evacuation zone can change in different disaster scenarios. In the context of an air pollution

plume or toxic spill, the shape itself will change, tending to resemble a teardrop (Goldblatt et al.,

2005). Evacuation zones are a very context-specific method of identifying those at-risk. Even

though they can be employed immediately to identify vulnerable people, the extent of these zones

depends on the nature of the disaster. In some instances, evacuation zones can be used as part of

long-term planning (Church et al., 2000; Church et al., 2005). A power plant meltdown is a ready

example, as it possible to define the problem before it occurs. Thus, it would be appropriate to

identify a zone in situations, which can be identified well in advance. However, even if a disaster

is a constant threat in an environment (e.g., wildfires), evacuation zones will still have to be

delineated in each occurrence, because there are many factors (e.g., wind speed, direction,

humidity, topography) that will change in each instance of a disaster.
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2.2.3 Behaviour

Evacuation behaviour is studied as part of the disaster literature, as it describes people’s

responses to a disaster. Behaviour relates to the concept of evacuation zones; as people’s

behaviour will influence how they leave an area and where they will go. As well, people’s

responses differ according to the cause of an evacuation. Nuclear disasters illustrate this point

well, as people will likely evacuate further than in other types of disasters because of the effects

known to be experienced at Chernobyl and Three Mile Island (Morrison, 1997, Zeigler et al.,

1984). Radiation is not easily contained and can be spread in any direction by the wind.

In the context of disasters, people’s responses vary depending on the level of threat or

what they perceive as a threat. In many instances, people will only evacuate if they see

themselves or their family at personal risk. Importantly, it is difficult to convince everyone that

they have to leave (Zeigler et al., 1984). Some people will feel that they will be safer in their own

homes. If these people do decide to evacuate, they will generally do so to just beyond the

evacuation zone. Evacuation plans need to not only consider under-reacting populations, but also

over-reacting ones. Under-reacting populations put themselves in greater danger in a disaster

context, whereas the over-reacting populations put others at risk, as they have the ability to

overtax the transportation infrastructure, preventing others from evacuating safely.

The increased severity of hurricanes has led to perceptions of vulnerability in residents

who live in hurricane prone areas (Whitehead et al., 2000). People who live in these areas are

more likely to evacuate due to the perception that hurricanes have increased in frequency and

severity in their area. But it is unclear from the literature how far people are willing to travel.

Leaving the area itself is important, but most critical in an evacuation study is where the people

are going. The final destination of those evacuating affects the routes they will take to get there.
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Behaviour is a significant component of route choice, as people want to get out as quickly as

possible and will preferably take the shortest path.

Although it is important to recognize the role of behaviour in any evacuation, overall, this

thesis does not examine behaviour because this particular subset of evacuation modelling is

inherently complex. Behaviour will change based on the cause of the disaster (Gwynne et al.,

2003); people respond differently in each disaster situation, and their perceptions will further

influence their decisions. Behaviour is specific to an individual or a location, and thus it is not

considered part of the general evacuation measures used in this thesis.

2.3 Population Vulnerability

It is clear that the term vulnerability can be expressed in various ways depending on whether the

focus is on the human population or on a specific neighbourhood. Population vulnerability is of

particular importance as certain demographic groups will be more vulnerable in an evacuation

than others.

2.3.1 Vulnerability of Population Sub-Groups

Determining who is at-risk is a key concept in evacuation studies. Vulnerability of the

population allows analysis of who is at risk before an evacuation occurs, as there will always be

certain population segments more at risk than others. Vulnerable populations can consist of

different sub-groups including the elderly, youth, infirm and low-income. Researchers may

disagree as to who is considered vulnerable in an evacuation context. The transportation-

disadvantaged, a very broad category of vulnerable population mentioned specifically in the

literature, can consist of many vulnerable populations; the GAO (2006) specifies the elderly and
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the disabled but, disregards the low-income and children (2006, p.2). Student populations, the

institutionalized, the homeless and foreign visitor populations are generally not considered.

The low-income residents of a city are vulnerable in many respects, especially in an

evacuation context (Morrow, 1999; Fielding et al., 2005; Chakraborty et al., 2005). Low-income

populations have little choice in where they live, work, or in an evacuation, how they become

mobilized. In Hurricane Andrew, the poor were forced to walk or hitchhike out of the cities

affected. For some, hitchhiking was a better alternative than taking shelter in the city. Some

researchers believe vulnerability is synonymous with poverty (Kurosaki, 2007; Morrow, 1999).

This is a very narrow definition of vulnerability as it only includes the poor and ignores other

aspects of disadvantaged populations. The low-income are typically vulnerable, but they are not

the only vulnerable segment of the population. Other segments of the population are also low-

income, for example the elderly; however, other elderly persons are not of low-income but are

vulnerable for other reasons.

Other demographic sub-types are also identified as being vulnerable in an evacuation.

The elderly and the infirm, especially nursing home populations, are extremely vulnerable in an

evacuation as they are likely to be low-income, transportation disadvantaged or disabled. These

three factors, as some researchers argue, make them more vulnerable than other sub-types (GAO,

2006; Dosa et al., 2007). Nursing home residents, a subset of the elderly, are even more

vulnerable in an evacuation. Nursing home patients are reliant on others for their care and this

dependence leads to their increased vulnerability (Dosa et al., 2007). Throughout the Hurricane

Katrina evacuation of New Orleans, many nursing home residents remained in the city. These

residents suffered from a variety of physical and mental disabilities and it was the nursing homes’

responsibilities to ensure that these residents were evacuated (Dosa et al., 2007). In some
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situations it may be better for them to remain where they are, as at least the facilities will be there

for them. As well, nursing home patients can only remain as long as the staff is willingly to stay.

Not only are the low-income vulnerable, but so are children, the infirm, the hospitalized

and foreign visitors. These groups are rarely discussed in the literature as researchers focus on the

obvious forms of vulnerability. Vulnerable populations are a key aspect of any evacuation plan as

they are the segments of the population that are the most at-risk. While vulnerability of

population sub-groups is an important area of study, it is not the main focus of study for this

research. Designing a general model of evacuation vulnerability involves examining the general

population, not specific sub-groups. There is no consensus in the literature over who is the most

vulnerable, and no agreement over who should be included in “vulnerable populations”. In an

evacuation, everyone is vulnerable in some respect: people who are poor, elderly, hospitalized,

without access to a vehicle for other reasons, or dependent on others to look after them (e.g.,

children).

2.3.2 Non-Evacuation Planning Zones

A more general approach to evacuation utilizes a non-evacuation planning zone (non-

EPZ) method, which identifies vulnerable areas. A non-EPZ model is used where the cause of the

disaster is unknown or is happening too quickly (e.g., a chemical spill) to adequately denote an

evacuation zone around it. In an evacuation, it is assumed that everyone will want to leave the

area, but by not identifying the risk or an evacuation zone, the exiting of the population is an

independent action (Cova et al., 1997). Overall, a non-EPZ allows for the general model of

evacuation from an area to be based on simple factors to identify where problems could exist in

an instance of spatial uncertainty. This more general approach is easily applicable in many

situations compared to evacuation zones, which are specific to a particular cause, as their extent

will change. A non-EPZ paradigm is used to estimate evacuation vulnerability by identifying
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areas of vulnerability to increase the safety of citizens (Cova et al., 1997; Church et al., 2002).

This general approach is used to identify areas of a region, city or neighbourhood that will pose

the greatest risk in the advent of an evacuation. Some areas of a city or the infrastructure itself are

particularly susceptible to degraded performance in the event of a disaster.

This non-EPZ approach is based on simple factors, such as the ratio of population to exit

capacity. This same non-EPZ approach, as typified by Cova and Church (1997), is utilized in this

thesis as a general method to identify evacuation vulnerability. Compared to evacuation zones,

non-EPZs identify areas of vulnerability that are susceptible to failure in an evacuation based on

population and the number of exiting lanes; evacuation zones, on the other hand, focus on

identifying the populations immediately at risk. Evacuation zones are a very disaster-specific

approach. Evacuation planning cannot ignore vulnerable areas, even if the population living there

is not a “vulnerable population” (Chakraborty et al., 2005; Church et al., 2002). A non-EPZ

approach is also used to identify the worst-case scenario in an evacuation context. By knowing

and recognizing this worst case, it allows for measures and policy to be put into place for

mitigation and prevention.

As useful as this approach is, it has limitations. The non-EPZ approach, if based on

census data, only considers the residential population living at a particular intersection; it

normally does not reflect daytime populations. The population living at an intersection may not

be the only population that needs to evacuate, as an evacuation could occur at any point

throughout the day. As well, this approach does not consider link unavailability; it assumes that

every road and intersection is operating at peak efficiency. In an evacuation, a link could become

unavailable for any number of reasons, i.e., from an accident to the cause for the evacuation (e.g.,

toxic spill). Once again, the ratio of population/capacity is a very basic comparison; the

complexity of this approach could be increased through such measures as cars/hour/lane. This
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would increase the robustness of this measure. The ratio of population to capacity as a base

measure to estimate evacuation vulnerability is the foundation of this thesis. Most importantly,

the general approach of this thesis identifies the vulnerable areas in an evacuation and

demonstrates that there are street patterns and population distributions that would hinder or

expedite evacuation.

2.4 Network Vulnerability

Network vulnerability examines the spatial structure of a network and is used in a non-specific

evacuation context to determine which areas of a city’s infrastructure would be vulnerable. This

vulnerability can be defined through different factors: structure, nature or traffic (Husdal, 2006).

Structural vulnerability examines the road network itself and all associated factors including

topology and geometry. Nature describes the factors of the surrounding environment and their

influence on the road network. Finally, traffic examines the flow on the road network, specifically

at peak travel times. This view of network vulnerability is very precise; hence the concept of

estimating evacuation efficiency is difficult to place within this context (i.e., three categories). It

is important to recognize that a broad spectrum of factors relates to network vulnerability.

Research into network vulnerability has increased, especially since the 1995 Kobe earthquake and

September 11th attacks on the World Trade Center, which has led to a discussion of critical

infrastructure (Jenelius et al., 2006; Husdal, 2006). Identifying the weak, critical or vulnerable

areas of a network are of key importance, especially in an evacuation, as these are the most likely

areas of the network to fail.

By studying a network, it can be determined which areas and/or intersections would be

most vulnerable during an evacuation. Ease of access to exits is of great importance in this

context. Nevertheless, network vulnerability has been defined differently throughout the
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literature, as a network can be susceptible in different ways. Much of the focus in the literature

has been on degradation of the network and which areas are more susceptible to failure (Taylor et

al., 2006). Networks have typically been examined through optimal methods, comparing failure

scenarios to best possible running conditions of a network (Shen et al., 2007; Hobeika et al.,

1998; Sohn, 2006). Identifying critical locations is one approach to evaluating different

possibilities of network degradation in an event (Taylor et al., 2006). Critical locations are the

areas in a network which through whose loss or degradation would have the greatest impact on

the flow across a network. This is a very specific way to identify network vulnerability, and is

one of the approaches undertaken in this thesis.

A topological index based on dispersion and/or concentration of a network allows for

the identification of critical links and nodes to avoid isolation in a network (Sakakibara, 2004).

The use of a topological index describes how the network functions in an evacuation scenario. In

many instances throughout the literature, problems with network structure are identified, but

solutions are not provided. Identification of the problem and why it is occurring are necessary

before any solution is determined; however, greater focus needs to be placed on how to reduce

this network vulnerability.

Two concepts that are used in network vulnerability are redundancy or flexibility.

Redundancy in general is where there are multiple paths between origins and destinations (Sohn,

2006; Taylor et al., 2006, Scott et al., 2006; Bell, 2000). More routes may cost more money;

however, from a safety perspective, redundant networks provide more avenues of escape. Thus, if

a link should become unavailable for any number of reasons, people can still exit from the

severed area. Determining vulnerable areas allows for the application of redundancy to alleviate

some concerns. The severing of a network by the unavailability of key links or nodes would be a

detriment in an evacuation and therefore redundancy provides a solution to this problem.
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Another approach to reducing vulnerability is to restrict turning and merging lanes in an

evacuation, so that the flow of traffic is continuous, facilitating the efficient movement of people

out of an area (Cova et al., 2003). However, this approach would be extremely difficult to

implement on a city-wide scale, as there are too many variables to control, the least of which is

people’s behaviour. Within a neighbourhood evacuation, people will have full knowledge of what

exits to use, but on a city-wide scale compliance would be almost impossible to achieve.

Reducing vulnerability is related to using appropriate measures of vulnerability, for

instance, through the use of volume capacity ratios, where a high ratio identifies areas of a

network that are indicative of congestion during an evacuation (Scott et al., 2006; Cova et al.

1997; Church et al., 2000). Volume-capacity ratios examine the volume of a road, either by the

number of cars traveled or by the population compared to the capacity of either the number of

lanes or the number of cars/hour/lane. Volume capacity ratios identify areas of susceptibility to

evacuation difficulty throughout a network, so that measures can then be put into place to reduce

vulnerability of the transportation infrastructure, e.g., by increasing the number of lanes or the

directionality of traffic to relieve these concerns and promote the mobility of people.

2.4.1 Node Vulnerability

Node vulnerability focuses on a specific element of network vulnerability: the

intersection. Vulnerability of nodes can be defined in different respects, but a common concept

throughout the literature is that a node is a critical component of the transportation infrastructure;

see Table 2.1 (Matthew et al., 2006; Latora et al., 2004; Buzna et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006).
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Table 2.1: Sample of the Algorithms related to Node Vulnerability

Authors Purpose Algorithm
Chakraborty, J.;
Tobin, G.; and
Montz, B. (2005).

To determine evacuation
assistance across a region.

SVEAIi=Ri / Rmax
SVEALI = Standardized Social Vulnerability
for Evacuation Index.
Where: i represents each variable
Ri = total number of that variable in the
county
Rmax = the maximum ratio value observed in
that county

Rashed, T. and
Weeks, J. (2003).

To determine urban
vulnerability to earthquake
hazards.

VHigh={i | Highj(i )>a, i μS, jμE}
Where: S represents the area
E is the series of earthquake scenarios of
different magnitudes
J represents reach individual earthquake
scenario
I represents the spatial unit
D represents the potential damage
V represents vulnerability.

Cova and Church
(1997).

To identify vulnerable
areas in an evacuation on a
neighbourhood level.

PK+1 = Pk + ai = gi

CK+1 Ck + (oi− ci)
Where: k= index of iteration
g
i = gain in the objective if node i is selected

PK = total population of cluster at iteration k
CK = total exit capacity of cluster at iteration k
ai = population at node i
oi = new capacity node i would open, if
selected
ci = existing exit capacity node i would close,
if selected

A node can be of critical importance within a network for different reasons. Not only is a

node one of the two elements of a network, but certain nodes (approximately 20 percent) will be

of more importance than others, as they act as hubs that will connect up to 80 percent of the

network (Barbasi, 2002). These hubs are critical nodes in an evacuation, for if they should fail,

accessibility is significantly hindered. Another way to define critical nodes is through a critical

cluster heuristic algorithm, which defines clusters of vulnerable nodes based on a simple ratio of

population to capacity for each intersection (Cova et al. 1997; Church et al., 2000). This heuristic
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algorithm radiates from a root or anchor node and, based on this ratio, identifies clusters of

vulnerable or critical nodes (see formula for details).

PK+1 Pk + ai (1)

CK+1

=
Ck + (oi− ci)

= g
i

Where: k= index of iteration
g
i = gain in the objective if node i is selected

PK = total population of cluster at iteration k
CK = total exit capacity of cluster at iteration k
ai = population at node i
oi = new capacity node i would open, if selected
ci = existing exit capacity node i would close, if selected

This heuristic algorithm begins at a root node and sequentially adds one of the adjacent

nodes to the existing root node. This is done to calculate a cluster around a given root node. A

node to be added to the cluster needs to be assessed for how much population it will add as well

as the capacity (number of lanes). Figure 2.3 is an example of the growth of a cluster from a root

node to identify the critical cluster (i.e., worst-case scenario).

Figure 2.3: Growth of a Cluster from a Root Node (Cova et al., 1997, p.771)

To give a clear example, each node has a population of 1 and each exiting lane has a

capacity of 1 in each direction (see Figure 2.3). Step one calculates the population/capacity ratios
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for the root node (in black), with three exiting lanes, giving a ratio of 1/3. As there are three lanes

exiting this node thus, there are three avenues to exit from the root node. Next, the adjacent node

that increases the ratio the most is included in the cluster, giving a value of 2/2. This added node

is an isolated node (dead end). This process continues with adjacent nodes being included in the

cluster at the next iteration. The goal is to find the adjacent node that will increase the ratio the

most (i.e., the worst-case scenario). This same approach is utilized throughout this thesis as the

basis for estimating vulnerability of a network.

More complex approaches that describe vulnerability include the network reliability

index (Campos et al., 2004) and the accessible node rate (Li, 2004). The former describes the

functioning of the network through the use of articulation sets; the lower the index value, the

greater the likelihood of experiencing network failure. The latter measures the number of

accessible nodes compared to the total number of nodes in order to evaluate network reliability

between a pair of intersections. Interestingly, this measure compared to the node reliability index

describes the likelihood of the network running at peak efficiency. Both these techniques

illustrate, in a quantitative manner, the vulnerability of nodes. A simpler way of identifying

vulnerability of a network through nodes is to estimate evacuation difficulty (Cova et al., 1997).

The identification of vulnerability in a network through critical nodes is of key

importance in an evacuation, particularly to policy-makers. After the identification of vulnerable

areas, measures can be applied to reduce their vulnerability before an evacuation should occur. If

a failure of a critical node is likely to occur, then network performance and reliability will be

significantly reduced (Latora et al., 2004). However, the unavailability of a node will not

automatically lead to failure of a network. A network can sustain a certain amount of random

failures as long as redundancy as been built into the network (Dalziell et al., 2004). If it has been
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established that certain areas are more vulnerable than others, then new routes can be established

to reduce the potential vulnerability and loss of accessibility.

2.4.2 Link Vulnerability

Link vulnerability is another aspect of overall network vulnerability that focuses

specifically on one component of the transportation infrastructure. Link vulnerability focuses on

the routes between nodes and it is these routes, through their unavailability that could lead to

evacuation difficulties (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Sample of the Algorithms related to Link Vulnerability

Authors Purpose Algorithm
Jenelius, E.; Petersen,
T. and Mattsson, L.
(2006).

Use shortest path
analysis to examine the
unavailability of a link
on a network.

represents the cost of the initial
undamaged network
I represents the origin node
J represents the destination node

Represents the failure of element e
Lleras-Echeverri and
Sanchez-Silva (2001)

Use shortest path
analysis to calculate the
reliability of the
network and classifies
links on their likelihood
of failure.

CP is the classification parameter for link
k represents the link
s is the number of links in each failure
scenario
f(s) represents the weighting function
NF represents the normalized maximum value

Scott et al. (2006) Use the Network
Robustness Index to
measure the critical
importance of the
highway to the overall
running of the network,
especially if a highway
link should be
unavailable.

Where

The second step of their process involves
comparing travel cost if all links are
operating to when they are not.

Where
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qa represents is the value of the network
robustness index for a link in units

Vulnerability of a link can result from random link failure, volume failure or deliberate

action (Zhang et al., 2004). Random link failure describes a situation where the reason behind the

failure is random (e.g., a collision); volume failure results when a link’s capacity is overwhelmed;

and deliberate actions describe failures of the most important links in a network, typically through

highway maintenance, rerouting due to construction or terrorist actions.

A common concept discussed in the literature is to define link vulnerability through

shortest path analysis (Sohn, 2006). It is assumed that people in an evacuation will always take

the shortest path between two points, to minimize their egress time. Shortest path can also be used

in combination with other factors such as average traffic volume to determine the vulnerability of

links through an accessibility index. Shortest path is also important to consider especially during

failure of link scenarios (Jenelius et al., 2006; Taylor et. al., 2006). In a failure scenario, the most

advantageous route out of an area may no longer be available. Thus, the route chosen will be one

that will minimize travel time and cost. Behaviour needs to be considered, as the most

advantageous route, or shortest path, does not include other factors such as, stoplights, rush hour,

accidents, or congestion. The shortest path can be based on simple travel time during normal

conditions or be included as part of a congestion model (Sohn, 2006, p.498). However, it is likely

that optimal conditions will not exist during an evacuation.

Accessibility indices can also be used to determine the vulnerability of individual links.

The network robustness index examines changes in travel time if a link should fail and become

inaccessible (Scott et al., 2006). By utilizing travel time and flow for individual links, the index
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will identify critical links whose removal will separate the network into sub-graphs or sub-

networks.

The identification of critical links is of importance, as their unavailability would severely

impact the network. Jorgic et al. (2005) and Wakabayashi (2004) stresses that the identification of

critical links can be analyzed through evaluating the nodes connected to the link. If these

intersections are of critical importance, or if there is no alternative path connecting the two nodes,

then the link is defined as critical by association. This is a very simple way of determining

vulnerable nodes, but it is still a very applicable method, because if the two intersections

connected to the link have no alternative route, then the link is critical to the functioning of the

network.

Another approach to determine vulnerability of links is to use volume capacity ratios

(Cova et al. 1997; Church et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2006 p.3). Volume capacity ratios can be

based on simple characteristics of the network (e.g., population compared to number of lanes),

but these measures can be enhanced to increase their complexity. Throughout this thesis, volume

capacity ratios are employed to estimate the vulnerability of a network. However, there are

certain issues associated with volume capacity ratios; namely, if a link becomes unavailable, can

the neighboring paths cope with the increase in volume, or will this lead to a cascade failure? This

issue is examined in this research by incorporating a link removal component to study the effect

that single link unavailability will have on the rest of the network. By addressing link

unavailability, it can be identified if the neighboring links can sustain the increased population

through examining the increase in volume capacity ratios.

Another approach to measuring the vulnerability of links is to examine the probability

that a link will continue to function (Husdal, 2005, p.182). Unavailability of a link will result in a

loss of time and increased travel costs. These processes all involve the classification of links into
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optimal and failure scenarios (Lleras-Echeverri et al., 2001). This classification of links is used to

rank those that are most vulnerable and thus of critical importance to the functioning of the

network. They measure this by calculating the contribution of each link to each failure scenario,

through identifying the links that would lead to a connectivity failure of the network.

Link vulnerability highlights the necessity for redundancy in a network, as certain

neighbourhoods may become isolated through the degradation of one link; thus there needs to be

alternative exit routes. Importantly, link vulnerability, as it is discussed throughout this thesis, is a

more general approach based on estimating evacuation potential of an area. The identification of

vulnerable links in a city will assist policy makers and planners to reduce link vulnerability to

ensure that in an evacuation scenario they will not fail. As well, policy can be put into place to

protect those links that are key to the optimal functioning of the network.

2.5 Conclusion

Overall, the research discussed above characterizes the planning stage of the disaster cycle as

preparation in the event of a disaster. Some researchers discuss vulnerability as an application of

shortest path analysis either in an evacuation zone or in non-evacuation planning zones. Few

studies discuss behaviour as another factor that influences an evacuation, or characterize this

behaviour as specific to types of disasters. Different demographic groups of a population are

vulnerable under different conditions or disaster scenarios. However, the literature does not agree

on which groups are the most vulnerable. Importantly, there are nodes and links in any network

that will be more vulnerable than others during an evacuation. Estimating evacuation difficulty is

one approach to identifying vulnerable areas. The concepts of node and link vulnerability have

been integrated throughout the research undertaken here, as a composite vulnerability measure
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has been designed to calculate the vulnerability of a network using a population/capacity measure

with a link removal analysis.

Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes and assesses evacuation vulnerability measures. Here, the steps taken to

prepare and evaluate the data necessary for these analyses are described. Programming has been

utilized to implement the existing measures of population/capacity ratios, link removal, and the

composite vulnerability measure. Regression analysis, as a measure to estimate evacuation

difficulty, is also outlined. This chapter is comprised of three sections: (i) a description of data

sources; (ii) data preparation; and (iii) development of network vulnerability, link removal

algorithms, and the subsequent regression analysis.

3.2 Data Source

Two different types of data are required for this analysis: population (census) and a street

network. These two data sets are combined to assign population to the network. Population is

derived from The 2006 Canadian Census: Age and Sex Counts by Dissemination Area. A

dissemination area (DA) contains a population between 400 and 700 persons. These delineated

areas follow established features of the landscape (Statistics Canada, 2006). DAs are area-based
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data, compared to the table of street network data. The street network, obtained from

NAVTEQTM, details all streets within the Frontenac County street network. Both these types of

data are available in ArcGIS shapefile format. Three different street layers (NAVTEQTM, DMTI

and City of Kingston) were explored to identify which layer would best represent the Frontenac

County street network, and it was determined that the NAVTEQTM was the most comprehensive

(see Appendix A). For example, the NAVTEQTM 2006 data include such attributes as speed limit,

lane category, automobile access, bus access, pedestrian access, toll-way and undefined traffic

area.

The 2006 Canadian Census: Age and Sex Counts by Dissemination Area was utilized for

this research. In Frontenac County there are 249 DAs (Figure 3.1). In general, the size of these

DAs is proportional to population density; hence they tend to be smaller in the downtown area of

Kingston. This is a typical pattern seen across most regions, where the outer areas of a city are

less dense and thus the DAs are larger.
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Figure 3.1: Dissemination Area Boundaries for Frontenac County

3.3 Data Preparation

Modifications were made to the two datasets in order to standardize the information for further

analyses.

3.3.1 Study Area

Frontenac County represents the geographic extent for the analyses performed for this

study (Figure 3.1). The first step was to examine the 2006 DAs for Ontario and extract data for

Frontenac County using a combination of functions within ArcMap 9.2. The county boundaries

obtained from NAVTEQTM were used to delineate streets and define the extent of the study area.
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The DAs extend into Lake Ontario, as well as extending over the Cataraqui River, as the DAs

need to be contiguous.The islands off Kingston were not included in the subsequent analyses

even though they are part of Frontenac County because each has only one exit (i.e., by ferry).

Next, all GIS data were projected in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 18 with

NAD83 datum. Several operations were then performed on the data so the DA information was

clipped to the correct extent (Appendix B). Therefore, all water information is removed from the

layers for more accurate area calculations. Similarly, the DA boundaries and the resulting street

layer were defined by the Frontenac County boundary (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Streets that were

unconnected from the existing network in Frontenac County were removed from the analysis. The

street network, obtained from NAVTEQTM, contains 10,827 links with 4,472 intersections (see

Figure 3.2). The total size of the study is 1729.64 km2 with a total population of 150, 046.
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Figure 3.2: Street Network of Frontenac County

After these initial steps, a network dataset was created. A point layer within this dataset

identified each intersection, which could then be assigned the corresponding connecting streets

and their associated capacity. This was necessary to implement the population/capacity ratio
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measure, as described by Cova and Church (1997). To fully implement this approach, certain

tables had to be created (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). The first, a node-link input table, lists the

connecting nodes and the corresponding capacity (number of lanes) that exist along the links. For

the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that there is uniform density throughout a DA. For

example, if a DA had 6 intersections within it, and a total population of 120, then each node

would be assigned a population of 20.

The Intersect function was then applied to create a table of all links and nodes. Capacity,

based on the number of lanes, was calculated from the Lane Category (Lane_Cat) field within the

NAVTEQTM data. This category has three values; i.e., one lane (1), two to three lanes (2), and

four or more lanes (3) (NAVTEQTM, 2006, p.35). All links with a Lane Category value of 2 were

manually confirmed to have two or three lanes. There were 279 streets that had an initial lane

category of 2; however, most of these links are Highway 401. The data were coded to reflect the

number of lanes between nodes in each direction.
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Figure 3.3: Sample of Node Link Input
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3.3.2 Implementation of Algorithms

Currently, there are no built-in functions within a GIS to replicate the population/capacity

ratios, link removal, or composite vulnerability measure. Programming for these measures was

completed in the C# language directly within the macro-environment of ArcMap 9.2 (Appendix C

and Appendix D). Thus, the program was able to link directly to the geodatabase containing all

node and link information. Cova and Church’s (1997) algorithm identified sets of nodes that were

vulnerable to evacuation difficulties. The output, in comma-separated values delineated format

(i.e., .csv), was used to calculate the required measures using Microsoft Access and Excel (Figure

3.4). This table was the basis for calculation of the population/capacity ratio measures. Maximum

values per each node as well as maximum values per root node were calculated from this table.
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Figure 3.4: Sample of Output Table from Population/Capacity Ratio Measure
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3.4 Measures

Population/capacity ratios, link removal and composite vulnerability measures were examined.

Population/capacity ratios derived from Cova and Church (1997) identify evacuation

vulnerability based on population of an intersection divided by the number of lanes for every

intersection in a network. Link removal models the effect of link unavailability in a network. The

composite vulnerability measure integrates these two measures, as it involves recalculating the

population/capacity ratios for each instance of a link being unavailable. Finally, regression

analysis is used to see if the calculated vulnerability indices can be estimated using census-based

areal data.

3.4.1 Population/Capacity Ratios

Cova and Church’s (1997) incremental approach identifies the vulnerability of an area

based on the ratio of population to capacity for every node in a network. They recognized the

need for a method that would not be restricted to EPZs, as in many cases there are too many

scenarios for EPZs to be efficiently analysed. Their method allows the users and planners to focus

on the evacuation difficulty on a nodal basis and to identify the nodes most vulnerable in an

evacuation context within a spatial framework. Thus, as well as typifying the node transportation

component, this approach highlights a framework for utilizing non-EPZs.

The population/capacity ratio measure is heuristic, where the algorithm grows from each

possible root node in a network by incrementally adding nodes to that set or cluster (Cova and

Church, 2001). The highest index values were selected, so the worst-case scenario can be clearly

identified. For an example of this approach see Appendix E.

This measure was calculated for a cluster size of 16. Cluster size of 16 was identified as

the cluster level where most sets had achieved a threshold and were no longer increasing in value

(i.e., the worst–case scenario had been identified). Significantly, the inclusion of any other node
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will only decrease the vulnerability value. Examining the number of clusters that continue to

increase in the number of elements they contain is important to identifying the worst-case

scenario for this network (i.e., 98% of the clusters were no longer increasing in value at the

cluster 16 set level) (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Cluster Size Limits for Frontenac County

Note that for clusters of 4 nodes, if the set identified the worst-case scenario before this

limit was reached, it was recorded as unchanged. As the cluster size limit increases, the number

of sets that continue to add adjacent nodes decreases, which further identifies the worst-case

scenario.

Certain questions were posed and answered throughout this analysis, including what

types of areas in Frontenac County were more difficult to evacuate from than others. Importantly,

contraflow was not modelled as part of this analysis. Contraflow is a very costly evacuation

technique that promotes the evacuation of people in a more rapid manner. However, contraflow is
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more appropriately used in situations where it is easier to direct the exiting population. Were

contraflow to be employed here, it would have to be applied to arterial streets. Nevertheless, the

population/capacity ratios would be able to accommodate for these changes in the directionality

of traffic.

3.4.2 Link Removal Analysis

Link removal was used to evaluate the effect on vulnerability from link unavailability.

There are a total of 5,724 links in the Frontenac County street network. A single link or a set of

links could become unavailable from the network due to any number of reasons in an evacuation;

however, we are looking at the simplest case of single link unavailability. Removing sets of links

is a much more difficult problem since it is inherently combinatorial. If two links were to be

removed from the network, there are a total of 16,379,226 possible combinations of links that

would need to be checked. This number includes the possibility of two links being unavailable

that are not connected to one another. If three links were to be removed from the network this

would give rise to over 31 billion possibilities. Though combinations of links that are connected

are usual in an evacuation scenario, the number of combinations is still prohibitively large. Thus,

link removal analysis was limited to the single-link case.

3.4.3 Composite Vulnerability Measure

The composite vulnerability measure combines the measures of link removal and

population/capacity ratios. The population/capacity ratios were recalculated for every cluster in

each instance of link unavailability (see Appendix F). If the index value for a cluster is drastically

different from the original value of the index, then it becomes clear that these intersections are

affected greatly in a link unavailability scenario. Comparisons between the base case and each

new calculated index were completed using the Visual Basic (VB) environment (Appendix D).
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This allowed for a network comparison of all index values, to determine whether the removal of

certain links increased or decreased node vulnerability. When a link is removed, decreased

vulnerability could result, as the link that was removed was the worst-case scenario. Thus,

through this link’s removal the worst-case scenario has been lessened. These routes may not yield

the same worst-case scenario as before, as they may have a greater lane capacity or less

population. Only the nodes that experienced changes in index values were the focus of this

analysis. As well, all changes experienced at every node were summed to calculate the composite

vulnerability measure. Thus, an overall representation of vulnerability could then be determined

for Frontenac County.

3.4.4 Regression Analysis

A regression analysis was implemented to estimate the population/capacity ratios and the

composite vulnerability measures. The main purpose of this regression analysis was to see if

these measures can be closely predicted using simple, commonly available variables that are

easily generated in a GIS. The existing index vulnerability values, calculated through the

population/capacity ratios, were aggregated by a simple average or by determining the maximum

index value per DA. All independent variables calculated are area-based. Population, road, and

dead-end density and other variables are all calculated for estimation purposes. The dead ends are

identified in the intersect table, as they only connect to one node. Population divided by length of

roads within the DA was another variable used as it closely simulates the population/capacity

ratios and is just a simplification of population density divided by road density.

The following regression equations were estimated in this analysis:

Population/Capacity Ratios = b0 + b1(Population/Area) (2)

Population/Capacity Ratios = b0 + b1(Population /Length of Road) (3)
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Composite Vulnerability Measure = b0 + b1(Population /Length of Road) (4)

Composite Vulnerability Measure = b0 + b1(Population/Area) (5)

All regression analyses were completed in SPSS v16 for cluster size limits of sixteen for the

Frontenac County network.

3.5 Conclusion

The above methodology has outlined the steps undertaken to prepare, refine and analyze the data.

Population/capacity ratios and a link removal analysis were explored as measures to determine

evacuation vulnerability of a network. A composite vulnerability measure was created that

combines both population/capacity ratios and link removal analysis. A regression analysis is also

utilized to estimate the complex measures using commonly available information that is easily

calculated in a GIS. The results of these analyses are presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
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Results and Discussion

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the population/capacity ratios, link removal analysis, and

composite vulnerability measures. Evacuation vulnerability is discussed and evaluated in relation

to all three measures, as each identifies areas considered vulnerable in an evacuation context.

Finally, the regression analysis is explored as a means to estimate these complex measures using

readily available information.

4.2 Population/Capacity Ratios

The first measure of population/capacity ratios is based on the work of Cova and Church (1997)

“Modeling Small Area Evacuation using GIS.” This measure is a variation of volume capacity

ratios that are used to determine vulnerability for every node in a network.

4.2.1 Maximum Values of Population/Capacity Ratios

The maximum vulnerability values were calculated as the highest index for the

population/capacity ratios for each node. Since any node might be part of several clusters (a set of

nodes), the value assigned to it is the maximum over all clusters. As we want to identify the

worst-case scenario, it is important to know the maximum vulnerability values of every node

irrespective of which cluster it is in. Further variations of determining vulnerability will be

explored later.

The histogram of maximum population/exit capacity ratios is shown in Figure 4.1.

Unfortunately, there is no known value of vulnerability that establishes which nodes are truly

vulnerable. One way of isolating vulnerable nodes is to select, for example, all those nodes that

are in the upper 2.5% or 5% of all values.
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of Maximum Values based on the Population/Capacity Ratios

Were the distribution to be normal, we would identify all observations greater than 1.96 or 1.65

standard deviations above the mean as highly vulnerable. To apply this criterion we can first

logarithmically transform the distribution of scores (see Figure 4.2). The vertical lines represent

1.65 and 1.96 standard deviations away from the mean.

Figure 4.2: Histogram of Logarithmically Transformed Maximum Population/Capacity

Ratios
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Figure 4.3 maps the maximum values associated with each node for a portion of

Frontenac County1. The inset map shows one particular subdivision that is clearly vulnerable as

nodes that are greater than 1.65 standard deviations are dominant. This subdivision has cul-de-

sacs and very few connecting streets to a main road (Princess Street). This limited access further

restricts mobility and exit potential. Due to the variable population density and exit capacity, not

all intersections in this neighbourhood are equally vulnerable.

Figure 4.3: Maximum Vulnerability Values per Intersection

Not all areas with cul-de-sacs are vulnerable. There are certain areas of Frontenac County

that are minimally vulnerable even though these nodes are cul-de-sacs or have limited

1 For larger image of Figure 4.3 see Appendix G
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connections to main streets (see Figure 4.4). These nodes, in particular are located near the

northern boundary of Frontenac County. The adjacent nodes that were evaluated as part of the

cluster and the worst-case scenario, did not yield an index value greater than the initial

population/capacity ratio of these nodes. Thus, the worst-case scenario remains minimal.

Figure 4.4: Vulnerability Values for the Road Structure near the Northern Boundary of

Frontenac County

Population/capacity ratios highlight and identify the vulnerable areas within Frontenac County.

Population/capacity ratios are significant in the description of vulnerability in dense areas, but

less so in the extremities of a city.

4.2.2 Variations in Calculating Vulnerability by Node

Determining the maximum value for every intersection is not the only method for simply

measuring vulnerability of a node. Vulnerability can also be calculated based on the assumption
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that the value for the intersection is limited to its value when it is the root node for the cluster.

Using the standard deviation classification scheme with two classes, we can compare the

variations in calculating vulnerability. Fewer nodes, when vulnerability is based on maximum

values, are greater than 1.65 standard deviations away from the mean. This variation produced

slightly different results from the maximum vulnerability for each intersection, when based on

root node (Figure 4.5). Nevertheless, a similar pattern exists where areas that are significantly

vulnerable based on maximum values are also vulnerable based on root nodes, albeit not to the

same degree. Thus, both ways of calculating vulnerability are used throughout this research.

Figure 4.5: Comparison of Vulnerability Calculations

4.3 Link Removal

Link removal has been utilized to examine the effect that link unavailability will have on the

calculated vulnerability values. By removing one link, the effects on the nodes can be seen on the

micro-scale (Wakabayashi, 2004; Jorgic et al., 2005). Is this link a key connection to the overall

functioning of the network? Link unavailability is a real threat in any evacuation, as it can extend

from an accident to the cause of the evacuation.
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Certain links, when removed from the network, lead to a greater impact on vulnerability.

This impact was calculated through examining the number of nodes affected through the

unavailability of one link. Consider the following example of Durham Street (Figure 4.6,

highlighted in green). This one segment affected 55 other intersections at varying levels through

its unavailability, impacting a 1.2km2 area. One notable feature is that the unavailability of this

link not only affects the adjacent nodes but also nodes that are located further away from the

missing segment. The unavailability of this link has a significant impact on an expanded network

neighbourhood, as the effects of its removal extend over three links in any direction. Another

notable feature is that the majority of nodes, where vulnerability has increased, are located to the

west of the missing link. Only the intersections to the east of this street segment actually become

less vulnerable. Even more important, the two intersections bordering this street segment also

become less vulnerable after this link’s removal. The populations exiting at these intersections are

forced to evacuate along other streets. This one street segment highlights the complexity of

network routing and evacuation vulnerability studies.
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Figure 4.6: The Effect on Vulnerability through the Removal of One Link

There are segments of the Frontenac County street network, typically outside of the dense

downtown area, that if unavailable will isolate segments of the network. However, the link

removal analysis does not fully capture this impact. An example would be of the causeway link

between two peninsulas of Frontenac County (see Figure 4.7). The population density

demonstrated in Figure 4.7 is calculated using the quantile scheme with four classes. In this

analysis, the LaSalle Causeway exhibits a minimal increase in evacuation vulnerability to link

unavailability. Thus, even though the LaSalle Causeway is one of two connectors between two
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peninsulas, it is not found to be as vulnerable as other parts of the city2. Interestingly, this area in

Kingston that one might think of as being very vulnerable does not appear to be so in this

analysis.

Figure 4.7: LaSalle Causeway between 2 Peninsulas of Frontenac County shown by

Population Density (m2)

2 The Kingston Official Plan (2004) identifies the LaSalle Causeway as a major transportation corridor.

This plan evaluates the prospect of building a third link or increasing the number of lanes connecting these

two peninsulas to relieve congestion (p.60). This third link was not considered as part of this study, though

it is still being discussed by planners.
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This is because of two reasons. First, the population existing on one side of the causeway

is much smaller than compared to the downtown of Kingston, which is on the other side of this

bridge. Second, other avenues of exits out of this area are available without traveling through

downtown Kingston. If daytime population data were to be used, different areas identified as

vulnerable might result. Link removal analysis does examine the impact that link unavailability

would have on the rest of the network; however, it does not include how people will evacuate out

of a threatened area.

Nevertheless, link removal and population/capacity ratios are still useful measures to

assess the vulnerability of a network by measuring evacuation difficulty. When we do not know

the reason to evacuate, or the location, these measures provide significant data to determine

which parts of a city are most vulnerable to evacuation.

4.4 Composite Vulnerability Measure

The composite vulnerability measure determines vulnerability of the network based on

population/capacity ratios, given a link unavailability scenario. This measure is calculated by

summing all changes experienced to every node through the unavailability of each link.

Total vulnerability of a portion of the Frontenac County street network, as calculated

from the composite measure is presented in Figure 4.8. There are a significant number of

intersections that exhibit an increase in vulnerability after a link is removed. However, there are

also a number of intersections that exhibit a decrease in their level of vulnerability. There are 731

nodes that decrease in evacuation vulnerability value and there are 51 nodes that experience no

change in their vulnerability values. Decreased vulnerability indicates where, after the removal of

a link, a node’s vulnerability has actually been reduced. However, it is expected that intersections
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and links would experience increased vulnerability if an avenue of escape is blocked or removed.

It is this decreased vulnerability that requires explanation.

The street network of Frontenac County extends from a dense network in the city of

Kingston outward to a more dispersed network in the extremities. The majority of intersections

that decrease in vulnerability are usually spatially clustered together. Subdivisions which are

located throughout Frontenac County rarely decrease in vulnerability. Importantly, these

neighbourhoods will typically exhibit an increase in their level of vulnerability as there is limited

exit potential. Outer boundaries of Frontenac County also increase in vulnerability compared to

the inner core.

A notable feature of the particular subdivision seen in the inset map of Figure 4.8 is its

total vulnerability to link removal; if certain links are removed from this subdivision, the

neighbourhood is effectively severed. However, there are two nodes that decrease in vulnerability

after a link is removed, but these are likely very minor losses. Composite vulnerability is

displayed in Figure 4.8 in the standard deviation classification scheme with three classes. The

1.65 value was used to demark the 5% in each tail of the distribution. Therefore, only the

intersections that fall within these 5% tails can be considered significant, as 90% of the nodes fall

within two standard deviations from the mean. One overall pattern is that more nodes increase in

their levels of vulnerability than decrease if a link is removed.

The removed link could lead to decreased vulnerability because this link could be the

main contributor to the worst-case scenario. Thus, decreased vulnerability could be related to

routing along other streets, as these other avenues could contain a greater population or lane

capacity. Therefore, these areas are now less vulnerable to evacuation difficulty, because their

population has moved along a different path. Even though one link has been removed, the

alternative paths promote accessibility and lessen the worst-case scenario.
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Figure 4.8: Total Composite Vulnerability Measure of Frontenac County

By considering both positive and negative total vulnerability, a greater understanding can

be achieved of evacuation difficulty, as increased vulnerability is important to put measures in

place to reduce the level of vulnerability before an evacuation (Cova et al. 1997; Cova et al.,

2000; Scott et al., 2006). This is an important concept to consider as the removal of a link can

actually lead to decreased vulnerability. Residents are prevented from making poor exit decisions

because of the contracted network following link removals. Decreased vulnerability occurs when

the link that would lead to the worst-case scenario has been removed from the analysis.
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4.5 Isolated Nodes or Sub-networks

Certain nodes within any network are more vulnerable than others simply because if they should

become unavailable, certain parts of the network will become isolated (Jenelius et al., 2006;

Husdal, 2006). Isolation, in turn, leads to increased vulnerability of the network. Although these

nodes are not classified as vulnerable, this is likely related to the fact that a cluster can extend

easily from these intersections. Dead ends are a feature in any network; however, it is not the loss

of a dead end that would lead to a loss of accessibility but the nodes that connect the dead ends to

the rest of the network. If these connecting nodes should become unavailable, then the network

will be divided into sub-networks, as areas become isolated. There are many ways – from the

simple to the complex – to identify nodes that have the ability to isolate segments of the network

through their unavailability. The approach utilized here simply identifies any node that is

connected to a dead-end intersection and uses this as a proxy to measure isolation in a network. A

total of 669 nodes can isolate part of the network. Figure 4.9 demonstrates in particular, how this

simple measure identifies isolation nodes effectively. The black circle indicates one node that, if

it should fail, would isolate the network into two segments.
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Figure 4.9: Sample of Isolation Nodes in the Frontenac County Network

This is a basic way to measure isolation in this vulnerability framework. The

unavailability of this intersection would lead to isolation of the extremities. Another notable

feature is that this measure is not identifying all potential isolation nodes, only the ones that are in

direct connection to a dead end. An obvious improvement to this would be a more complex

algorithm that would identify any link that could lead to the creation of two sub-networks or sub-

graphs if removed. In many cases, pairs of link removals could lead to two or more sub-networks.

The composite vulnerability measure, population/capacity ratios, and link removal are

useful techniques to assess the evacuation vulnerability of a network by measuring the worst-case

scenario on a local scale. Overall, the composite vulnerability measure does significantly evaluate

the vulnerability of the network given a link unavailability scenario on a neighbourhood scale.
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Nevertheless, these techniques are useful when examining the overall vulnerability of a city.

When we do not know the reason to evacuate, or the location, these techniques provide

significant data to determine which parts of a city are most vulnerable to evacuation difficulties

(Cova et al., 2001; Cova et al., 1997).

4.6 Regression

Regression analysis is utilized to examine the results of these complex measures, particularly as

they involve complicated algorithms that are not easy to implement. The vulnerable areas

identified from these complex measures, can also be determined based on using readily available

areal measures in a regression analysis. Different variables were used in this estimation of

evacuation vulnerability values, including population density, road density, population/length of

roads, and dead-end density (for a definition of each variable, see Appendix H).

The variables used throughout the regression analysis were based on the dissemination

area (DA). As this is an exploratory analysis, the node population and evacuation vulnerability

values were aggregated to the DA. Nevertheless, a way to reduce the number of nodes included in

each DA is to remove those nodes that have no population associated with them, as they could be

located in the middle of an industrial area where no one lives. However, an evacuation could

likely occur in daytime work hours. Therefore, daytime population data could be used. The theory

behind these measures allows it to be applied to any type of population data.

Five different methods were utilized to calculate the vulnerability values per DA. The

first averaged the maximum vulnerability ratios of every intersection for each DA. The second

found the maximum vulnerability value for each DA. The third method averaged all vulnerability

values in a DA based on the initial population/capacity ratios of the intersections. The fourth
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method found the maximum value for all values in a DA based on the initial population/capacity

ratios of the intersections. The fifth method used the composite vulnerability measure per DA as

the dependent variable. The results of the regression analysis are summarized in table 4.1. Four

out of the five analyses yielded significant statistical results. These analyses will be further

examined in the text.

Table 4.1: Comparison of the Regression Output

Regression
Analysis Y-Variables Constant Coefficient

Standard
Deviation T-Ratio P-Value

1
Population/Capacity Ratio
Maximum 91.26 305.32 35.08 13.63 0.000

2
Population/Capacity Ratio
Average 444.82 337.57 38.78 11.95 0.000

3 Root Node Maximum 31.54 293.89 33.77 10.58 0.000

4 Root Node Average 88.19 250.91 28.83 13.61 0.000

5
Composite Vulnerability
Measure 1374.39 -95247.08 206.66 13.74 0.004

Figure 4.10 illustrates a positive relationship between the population/capacity ratios

averaged based on root nodes of a DA compared to population/length of roads. Population/length

of roads was chosen as a variable as it most closely approximates the population/capacity ratios,

without using these computationally burdensome techniques. A notable feature of this regression

is the clustering of DAs in a linear pattern, as low vulnerability index values are positively

correlated to population/length of roads. This particular linear regression provides the highest R2,

and thus this relationship provides a basis for estimation purposes. However, after an examination

of those areas with high vulnerability (as measured by our population/capacity index, for example

all those with a value roughly above 15), it is clear that the equation seriously underestimates the
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vulnerability of these areas. This may or may not be due to the level of aggregation required to

implement the regression analysis.
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Figure 4.10: Evacuation Vulnerability Averages Based on Root Nodes per DA Compared to

Population/Length of Roads

Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between the maximum vulnerability value per DA

obtained from root node values and population/length of roads. The relationship between

population/length of roads and the maximum value of vulnerability based on root node per DA

was weak but significant. A number of outliers impact this relationship. A densely populated area

with few intersections would result in a high vulnerability value but a relatively low

population/length of roads ratio would not, as these areas may contain few streets. In this

instance, there is an outlier that has a low population/length of roads, but a high vulnerability

value. For this particular DA, (which is circled in black), contains one of the intersections that is
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the most vulnerable in the entire Frontenac County network. As this regression analysis is based

on the maximum evacuation vulnerability value, this is taken to be the vulnerability value of the

DA, even though it skews the results. Another particular outlier, circled in red, has low

vulnerability values but moderate population/length of roads values. This particular DA has low

vulnerability values, as the intersections contained within it are not dead ends, and thus, have

more exit potential than other DAs in this study. Again, we note that equation seems to

underestimate almost all highly vulnerable areas.
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Figure 4.11: Maximum Evacuation Vulnerability Value Based on Root Nodes, per DA

Compared to Population /Length of Roads

Figure 4.12 illustrates the relationship between the average maximum value of evacuation

vulnerability per DA to population/length of roads. Population/length of roads is a significant

predictor of this dependent variable. Once again, there is a linear cluster around the first part of
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the regression line. Certain outliers in this case may result due to the aggregation of values in a

DA. One particular outlier, circled in black, has a low population/length of roads ratio, but a high

vulnerability value. All intersections contained within this DA, have low vulnerability values, as

these intersections can exit in at least two directions. Thus, even though this area has low

population/length of roads ratios, in terms of vulnerability there are many ways to exit the

intersections contained within this DA. Another outlier, circled in red, has moderate

population/length of roads values, but is very vulnerable to evacuation difficulties. This DA

contains some of the highest vulnerability values derived for Frontenac County. When these

values are averaged together, a significant vulnerability with a moderate population/length of

roads values results.
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Figure 4.12: Average Maximum Values by DA versus Population/Length of Roads
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The maximum value of the population/capacity ratios derived for each DA was compared

to population/length of roads in a regression analysis (see Figure 4.13). Even though this

regression analysis is significant, the independent variables provide little explanatory power. This

relationship, as can be seen from Figure 4.13, is more dispersed compared to the other regression

analyses, and thus the relationship between maximum vulnerability values based on

population/capacity ratios to population/length of roads is quite weak and should not be used for

predictive work.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum Vulnerability Values based on Population/Capacity Ratios per DA

versus Population/Length of Roads

Finally, regression analysis reveals an extremely weak relationship between the

composite vulnerability measure and population density. The outliers in this particular analysis
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are located at the extremes of the composite vulnerability measure (Figure 4.14). Even though the

composite vulnerability measure identifies key nodes and areas of vulnerability, in a regression

analysis compared to population, road or dead-end density, it yields the lowest coefficient of

determination. We cannot easily estimate the composite vulnerability values using a regression

equation. However, the utility of this measure is that it still demonstrates which intersections are

vulnerable in an evacuation.
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Figure 4.14: Composite Vulnerability Measure Compared to Population Density, by DA

Overall, population/length of roads was the key independent variable in most regression

analyses. It was the variable that yielded not only the significant relationships but also the

relationships with the highest coefficients of determination. Population/length of roads yields the
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highest explanatory power because it takes into account both the population distribution and the

transportation infrastructure, and thus simulates the population/capacity ratios that have been used

to determine these vulnerability values. This might also explain why this variable was prevalent

in most regression analyses. Despite the statistical significance of the overall results, there is a

tendency to under predict the areas of highest vulnerability in all equations. This implies it would

be difficult to use these equations in a real world situation.

Another way to view the regression analysis is to map the predicted values for the

dependent variables, based on the regression line, and compare them to the calculated values. The

maximum value based on population/capacity ratios was the dependent variable used in this

analysis. To determine the predicted value, the regression equation was based on the relationship

between this dependent variable to population/length of roads. Within the city of Kingston, the

vulnerable areas based on maximum values vary across the surface (Figure 4.15). There are a few

DAs that are predicted to be vulnerable in an evacuation (i.e., dark red). The point layer

represents the calculated vulnerability values per each node. The darker the color green the more

difficult it is to exit that node in an evacuation. Overall, there is some correspondence between

the two maps, but the results are best illustrated by examining smaller areas within the City of

Kingston.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between Predicted and Actual Maximum Values

Figure 4.16 illustrates two examples of the predicted value compared to the actual value

in the city of Kingston. These examples used the quantile classification scheme with five classes.

The predicted and actual vulnerability values can now be compared. For example, the highest 20

percent class for the maximum vulnerability values can be compared to the highest 20 percent

class of the predicted values. Map A presents an example of an area that is predicted to be

minimally vulnerable. This is confirmed by the low evacuation vulnerability values per node. As

well, there are multiple exits from the intersections located in this area of the street network. Map

B, demonstrates an area of Frontenac County where the DA is predicted to be vulnerable to

evacuation, also confirmed by the majority of intersections having the maximum vulnerability
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value. Nevertheless, there are some nodes within this DA that are not of this actual higher

vulnerability value, and in fact, are of the lowest possible classification. This street, in particular,

has low values because there is less exit potential here, than in the road structure to the north.

Figure 4.16: Example of Two Areas for Comparison between Actual and Predicted values

It should be noted that there are certain concerns with the data. First, we are assuming

that there is a population in every DA for every intersection. In actuality, this is not the case, as in

industrial areas or golf courses where there is no resident population. Also, the street network and

DA data are not always precisely co-registered. Typically, DA boundaries follow the street
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network; however, in this instance they are not always coincident. This is attributed to the data

originating from different sources.

Regression is used throughout this thesis, to estimate the complex measures using easily

available information derived from a GIS. In general, regression analyses yielded weak

relationships between vulnerability and the various independent variables; albeit, in some cases

these relationships were statistically significant. As well, after mapping the predicted values, a

spatial pattern of vulnerability does appear evident and further indicates the potential of this

model, particularly maximum values of intersections determined by population/capacity ratios.

4.7 Conclusion

The significant outcomes derived from these results are as follows.

1) There are areas within Frontenac County that are particularly vulnerable in an evacuation

context, such as subdivisions with limited mobility and exit potential. These areas have

been identified with population/capacity ratios. The composite measure identifies the

total vulnerability of the network to link unavailability. In particular it identifies the

increased vulnerability of intersections in the worst-case scenario. Importantly, decreased

values are also noted, as they indicate a lessening of the worst-case scenario if a key link

should become unavailable.

2) The composite vulnerability measure of the Frontenac County network highlights

increased vulnerability of neighbourhoods with limited exit potential. By summing all

changes for each node, the total evacuation vulnerability affecting each intersection can

be determined. This is a much more effective measure than just using population/capacity

ratios, as it takes into account link unavailability.
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3) The spatial representation of the predicted versus actual values signifies the estimation

power of the regression analysis. Thus the regression equation from certain relationships

(the maximum vulnerability based on population/capacity ratios compared to

population/length of roads) can be used for overall estimation of evacuation vulnerability.

It should be noted that the equation underestimates the most vulnerable areas, probably

the areas that would most interest planners.

This chapter has evaluated the population/capacity ratios, link removal and composite

vulnerability measures for estimating vulnerability. Regression analysis has also been examined

for its potential to predict vulnerability based on population and road density statistics.

Population/capacity ratios, link removal and the composite vulnerability measure demonstrate the

vulnerability of a network to evacuation difficulty and in particular the effect on evacuation if a

link should become unavailable. Several areas of the Frontenac County network are extremely

vulnerable, in particular subdivisions with limited exit potential. The regression analysis

demonstrates that estimation of the population/capacity ratios is possible using population/length

of roads as the independent variable in most analyses. By mapping the predicted values compared

to the actual values, it has been demonstrated that the regression analysis is identifying areas of

the network that the population/capacity ratios had also identified as being vulnerable.

The composite vulnerability measure integrates both population/capacity ratios and link

removal to examine the effect that link unavailability will have on evacuation difficulty. Overall,

it is found that evacuation difficulty does increase if key links are unavailable. When nodes

become less vulnerable after the removal of a link, then we have identified the links that would

lead to the worst-case scenario in the advent of an evacuation. Population/capacity ratios, link

removal and the composite vulnerability measure identify areas of Frontenac County that are
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particularly vulnerable in an evacuation. Importantly, the regression analysis demonstrates that it

can be used by planners and policy makers alike, to identify vulnerable areas in an easier and

simpler manner.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendations

Vulnerability indices are useful in assessing the evacuation potential of areas, as people living in

some areas of a region will have more difficulty in exiting than others. An evaluation of

population/capacity ratios, link removal analysis, and the composite vulnerability measure has

demonstrated how the variable levels of evacuation difficulty can be estimated. The composite

vulnerability measure integrates population/capacity ratios and link removal analysis to determine

if the removal of links increases the vulnerability of nodes, and if so, to what degree. Overall, the

composite measure identifies areas of increased evacuation vulnerability given a link

unavailability scenario throughout Frontenac County. Nodes, especially in subdivisions that

should increase in vulnerability, have done so after link unavailability is taken into consideration.

Potential unavailability of a network has been shown through link removal, with certain nodes

becoming increasingly vulnerable through the failure of just one link.

Estimation of these measures using simple descriptive variables through regression

analyses were statistically significant with low p-values; however, there was low explanatory

power through the coefficient of determination. A spatial pattern of the nodes that are identified

as being vulnerable are contained within the predicted evacuation vulnerability at the areal level.

The most significant problem with the equations is that they fail to predict the most vulnerable

areas, tending to underestimate the vulnerability. This spatial pattern demonstrates the estimation

power of the regression analysis. This research has demonstrated that determining evacuation

vulnerability of a network is of key importance for identifying which parts of a region need

efficient evacuation strategies. For the purpose of this research, the use of regression analysis was

used to identify vulnerable areas.
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The complexity of population/capacity ratios and the composite vulnerability measure

can be increased to allow more detailed assessment of evacuation vulnerability. For example,

capacity can be evaluated as the number of cars/hour/lane. All variables used throughout this

analysis are based on census information and the existing road network. By using variables such

as these, this research can be employed in any situation, as this type of information is readily

available.

Incorporating a link removal analysis as an approach to identifying susceptible areas to

unavailability improves our measures of vulnerability. Importantly, link removal analysis

identifies areas that become less vulnerable through the removal of network segments, as

population would be forced to exit along different routes. Removing a link does not necessarily

result in a worst-case scenario; it may in fact facilitate the movement of people out of an area, as

the alternative routes may have more capacity. By identifying the links whose unavailability

results in parts of the network increasing in vulnerability, strategies (and modifications to the

network) can be developed prior to an evacuation event. Otherwise, the worst-case scenario could

occur.

Evacuation vulnerability indices are highly complex measures and are based on iterative

algorithms and thus can be difficult to implement. The advantage of a regression analysis is that it

can be used in any situation and for any area to estimate the vulnerability measures without

employing computationally burdensome techniques. A particular regression analysis (maximum

population/capacity ratios compared to population divided by length of roads) has demonstrated

the usefulness of this technique as similar areas that are vulnerable to evacuation have been

identified. However, there is still the caveat that the regression analyses appear not to be able to

identify the areas of highest vulnerability.
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In particular, suburban residential neighbourhoods with limited connections to a main

street experience high levels of vulnerability. If a link should become unavailable, these

neighbourhoods would likely become isolated from the rest of the network. These vulnerable

nodes highlight a key issue that city planners need to account for – multiple exit points, especially

in areas of high population density. Redundancy needs to be incorporated into the street network

to prevent isolation of areas and neighbourhoods (Lleras-Echeverri et al., 2001). Even though

redundancy of streets may seem inefficient, it can actually facilitate the movement of people out

of areas.

The study of evacuation difficulty in a non-specific evacuation context is still in the

research stage. The following recommendations have been suggested based on the results and

concerns that arose throughout this study.

5.1 Recommendations

1) The identification of vulnerable areas necessitates the implementation of strategies to

reduce vulnerability in the event of an evacuation. Policy can be put into place to reduce

the level of vulnerability before an evacuation proves necessary through such strategies as

redundancy, increasing lane capacity, and providing more exits out of isolated

neighbourhoods.

2) Specific evacuation models could also be evaluated for Frontenac County especially

where it is more likely that a disaster would occur necessitating an evacuation. The rail

lines and Highway 401 are vulnerable to a threat, especially considering the hazardous
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goods that are often transported. This would be of use to planners to specifically evaluate

the urban form for evacuation purposes.

3) Multiple link removal, an approach to assess the vulnerability to link unavailability from

the removal of two or more contiguous links throughout a network, was not incorporated

into this study due to time and labour constraints. However, multiple link removal can

demonstrate the vulnerability of link unavailability to a network, as it is likely that more

than one link will be unavailable in an evacuation event. Modelling of multiple link

unavailability can allow for the identification of alternative routes out of areas and can

show whether redundancy exists in the network.

4) In an evacuation, certain link and node unavailability is more problematic than others

because this unavailability will create sub-networks throughout the transportation

structure. The measure utilized in this research was very basic to identify these isolated

nodes. More efforts are required to identify isolation nodes and incorporate redundancy

into the network. Isolated nodes, through their unavailability, have the ability to put

segments of the network at increased risk during an evacuation.

5) The variables employed in this analysis were based on readily available information that

will allow for the identification of similar vulnerable areas. Daytime population is one

particular variable that should be examined. Many people typically work outside of the

home, and thus resident population, obtained from the census, would not be a good

representation of the population during daytime hours. However, daytime data is very

difficult to obtain, but perhaps could be estimated by using employment information.

6) The research undertaken in this study demonstrates some promise of correlations between

population divided by length of roads and vulnerability values. Regression needs to be

studied more thoroughly to determine if this type of analysis can be used to effectively
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and efficiently determine evacuation vulnerability. In some instances of an evacuation, it

is not possible to plan ahead and use evacuation zones; thus regression analysis would be

a more efficient method to determine vulnerable neighbourhoods. Obviously, this needs

to be qualified given the inability of the equation to predict the highest values.

7) It may also prove useful to identify other commonalties shared by highly vulnerable areas.

Are certain demographic or economic characteristics shared by these highly vulnerable

areas? In particular, one might wish to know whether or not the residents of these zones

were perhaps poorer or older or have more children than areas identified as being less

vulnerable. An exploratory analysis creating a socioeconomic profile of these areas may

lead to other insights.

8) Traffic calming procedures can also lead to increased levels of vulnerability, as they are

designed to slow the movement of traffic. This is typically done in residential areas or

near elementary schools, to increase the safety of pedestrians. Traffic calming can include

curb extensions and medians (Lockwood, 1997). However, these elements increase

evacuation difficulty, as they lessen the mobility of people to exit an area. Even though

traffic calming has significant benefits for safety, in emergency situations the overall

ability to evacuate safely and in a timely manner can be put at risk. It may be worthwhile

to consider the implications of traffic calming procedures which restrict access since the

objectives appear to be counter productive to evacuation.

9) Social cohesion can be examined in these identified vulnerable areas. Will people help

their neighbours to evacuate, if they should need assistance? The community spirit of a

neighbourhood can be promoted to help facilitate the movement of people in an

evacuation.
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The application of the composite vulnerability measure integrates population/capacity

ratios and the link removal measure. This composite measure identifies the overall vulnerability

of nodes. Importantly, when using this measure, not all nodes increased in vulnerability; in fact,

some decreased. This change in values identifies routes that may not yield the same worst-case

scenario if a link is unavailable, since alternative routes may have more capacity or less

population. The parts of the network that are vulnerable to evacuation difficulty, given link

unavailability, can be identified when compared to the original vulnerability values. By

demonstrating which parts of the network are vulnerable to link unavailability, a further

understanding of vulnerability across the network is gained.

This regression analysis has demonstrated that it can be used to estimate complex

measures, as was shown through the comparison of actual vulnerability values based on these

measures to the areal estimation of vulnerability based on the regression equation. Thus, the

simple variables used for estimation purposes − the population, road and dead-end densities − are

also easily calculated variables for any road system abstracted as a graph. Regression, as

demonstrated through this exploratory work, can be used to identify similar vulnerable areas of

evacuation difficulty as compared to the complex vulnerability measures examined. Although, the

regression analyses were statistically significant equations, they did not do an adequate job of

predicting which areas were the most vulnerable. Many were underestimated.
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Appendix A
Comparison Of Network Data Sources for Methodology

Table A.1: Comparison of Network Datasets

Data type What is included in the data? Extent Type of streets included Publication date
Pro Con Pro Con Pro Con Pro Con

DMTI Address, name,
community,
Jurisdiction

Does not
include the
number of
lanes

Kingston
Islands data
would have to
be removed
manually

Broader than
the Kingston
area

UTM Zone
18, NAD83

Broader than
the Kingston
area

Local streets
and main
street are
included

A total of
3577 records.

No date
given

NAVTEQTM Address, name

Contains
information on:
maneuverability,
roundabouts,
type of roads,
lane counts,
tollways, ramps,
direction of
travel, bridges,
tunnels, etc.

Data may be
too detailed

Extremely
detailed for
all of
Canada

Since the data
exists for all of
Canada, it
would have to
focus on
Frontenac
County

It has only a
Cartesian
coordinate
system

Includes a
separate layer
for highways

Detailed data
layer
containing
1,950, 029
features for
all of Canada

Contains a
separate layer
for highways

2006
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Data type What is included in the data? Extent Type of streets included Publication date
Pro Con Pro Con Pro Con Pro Con

City of
Kingston

Street type, name,
addresses (to and
from),
municipality,
postal codes,
route hierarchy,
road direction
speed,
travel time

Kingston
Islands data
would have to
be removed
manually

Focused on
just the City
of Kingston

UTM Zone
18, NAD 83

Contains
local streets,
with a total of
3134
segments

No date
given
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Appendix B
Methodology: Steps to Prepare Data

1. A geographic projection was defined in the North American Datum (NAD) 1983 for the street

layers (from NAVTEQTM) and the boundary layer for Frontenac County. Each layer was

projected into the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 18.

2. The NAVTEQTM street layer was clipped to the Frontenac County boundary, so only the streets

within this boundary were included in the analysis.

3. All census data, by dissemination area (DA), were clipped to the Kingston boundary.

4. The census information was also clipped to a water layer, to remove any water bodies that

could distort the area of each DA.

5. The street layer was clipped to the Kingston boundary, so only the streets that are within this

boundary are included for the rest of the analysis.

6. All duplicate records of the street layer were removed through the use of filters. The

NAVTEQTM street layer contained multiple names for streets, as certain streets have more

than one name associated with them (i.e., Highway 2 is the same as Princess Street, which is

the same as CR-2).

7. The length of all road segments were determined through the calculate geometry tool in the

attribute table.

8. The area of each DA was determined through the calculate geometry tool in the attribute table.

9. The population density for each DA was calculated through the Field Calculator in the attribute

table.

10. The street layer and the DA layer were spatially joined using the sum function.
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11. In the new street-DA layer, road density is calculated through the Field Calculator in the

attribute table. Road density is the sum of the length of all roads divided by the area of the

DA.

12. A network database is calculated through ArcCatalog’s function New Network Dataset, to

represent all intersections as a separate layer.

13. The DA file is then spatially joined to the intersection file.

14. The population per intersection is determined through the Field Calculator using the formula

population divided by count.

15. The population intersection-DA layer is then spatially joined to the intersection layer, so the

population is associated with the intersection.

16. The ArcToolbox function Intersect was used to identify which links connected which nodes.

17. This node link table is exported into Microsoft Excel.

18. In Microsoft Excel, an ID column is added, as well as point and capacity columsn to 7 because

there are maximum 7 nodes possible adjacent to one intersection for larger centres.

19. The final node link table is created from this original node link table by listing as one row all

nodes and associated capacities connected to it. Frontenac County has a total of 4, 472 nodes.

20. The final node link table is saved in database format and imported into ArcMap.

21. This table is joined based on attribute to the original intersect table.

22. Finally, this layer is used as the basis for the rest of the coding and associated analyses.
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Appendix C
Population/Capacity Code

C.1 Main Module

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.BaseClasses;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.CATIDs;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Framework;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMapUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMap;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.SystemUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Editor;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geometry;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.esriSystem;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Carto;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geodatabase;

namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// Form1 the implementation of Cova and Church (1997)
/// algorithms for calculating areas of High Evacuation Vulnearability Indicies

public partial class Form1 : Form
{

//all point loaded from data
private List<List<Point>> superPoints = new List<List<Point>>();
private List<Point> points = new List<Point>();
//setSize, the number of points in the output sets
private const int setSize = 4;
//temp links
private List<Point> selectedPoints = new List<Point>();

//evaluationLinkslinks, the links that are evaluated for a set of points
private List<Link> evaluationLinks = new List<Link>();
//the calculated clusters
private List<Set> outputSetList = new List<Set>(0);
//Arc Application Variables
private Type t;
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private System.Object obj;
private IApplication app;
private IMxDocument mxDoc;
private ILayer m_Layer;
/// Form1 Constructor. What must be run first.
public Form1()
{

InitializeComponent();
//Arc Variables setup
// Get the actual underlying COM type
t = Type.GetTypeFromCLSID(typeof(AppRefClass).GUID);
obj = Activator.CreateInstance(t);
//instanciate app as an ArcMap Document
app = obj as IApplication;
//instanciate mxDoc as the openArcmap document in app
mxDoc = (IMxDocument)app.Document;

//Set the Layers combo box
layerBox.Items.Add("sample network");
setLayers();

//welcome messege
outputConsole.Text += "Welcome to the Network Vulnerability Tool. To identify Vulnerable

networks, Please Select the Layer to use and click the button.\n\n";
}

#region Onclick Code
/// <summary>
/// The Main entry point for calculation of vulnerability indexes across the Network Dataset
/// </summary>
/// <param name="sender"></param>
/// <param name="e"></param>
private void button1_Click_1(object sender, EventArgs e)
{

// the 'Main'
//set up the network of points
/*if (layerBox.Text == "sample network")
{

MessageBox.Show("Invalid input");
points = setPoints();
throw new Exception();

}
else
{

superPoints = superSetPoints("arc");
outputConsole.Text += "ArcGIS Data read";

}*/
progressBar1.Value = 0;
progressBar1.Maximum = superPoints.Count;
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/**
* calculate superpoints as only the set of cova runs that is revoal of for easch link once

from each row
* then write the results of that operation
* then move to the next
*

* call superpoints (int i) wehre i is the index of the row to skip
* */

m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex - 1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr_outer = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
IFeatureClass featCls_outer = featLyr_outer.FeatureClass;;
for (int exclusionRow = 1; exclusionRow <= featCls_outer.FeatureCount(null);

exclusionRow++)
{

superPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);
superPoints = superSetPoints("arc", exclusionRow);

for (int superPointsIndex = 0; superPointsIndex < superPoints.Count; superPointsIndex++)
{

points = new List<Point>(superPoints[superPointsIndex]);
outputSetList = new List<Set>();

for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{
//clear ALL selecteded points

selectedPoints = new List<Point>(0);
int startPoint = i;//start with an input ID
Point p = getPointByID(startPoint);
selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(p);
float currentPC = 0, newPC = 0;
int highIndex = -99;
//List<Link> tmpLinks = new List<Link>();

//outputConsole.Text += "\n##########\nstarting the calculation for point:" + i.ToString() +
"\n######\n";

for (int j = 0; j < setSize - 1; j++)
{

//outputConsole.Text += "\n------\nstarting checking:" + selectedPoints.Count.ToString() + "
element";

evaluationLinks = setEvalLinks(selectedPoints);
currentPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
//int linkCount = evaluationLinks.Count;
for (int k = 0; k < evaluationLinks.Count; k++)
{

selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()));

//outputConsole.Text += "\n check by adding point:" +
getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId().ToString();

newPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
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if (newPC > currentPC)
{

//instead of wirting right away we want to add the on with the
//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is the highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is greater than " +
currentPC.ToString();

highIndex = getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId();
currentPC = newPC;

}
//else

//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is not highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is less than " +
currentPC.ToString();

//remove what we added
selectedPoints.RemoveAt(selectedPoints.Count - 1);

selectedPoints.Capacity--;
//remove what was tested
//evaluationLinks.RemoveAt(k);

}
//if the highest point is already in the list then bail out. we can't keep going

//List<int> usedPointsIds = new List<int>();
if (selectedPoints[selectedPoints.Count - 1].getId() == highIndex)

{
//can't keep going
break;

}
else
{

//if there was high index still equals -99,
//then there was no value that could have added a higher index

if (highIndex == -99)
{

break;
}
else
{

selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(highIndex));

}
}

//outputConsole.Text += "\nAdded Point id:" + highIndex.ToString() + "\n\n";
}
//outputPoints(selectedPoints);
outputSetList.Capacity++;

outputSetList.Add(new Set(selectedPoints, getPC(selectedPoints)));
}
//progressBar1.Value++;
outputConsole.Text += "\n\nFinished Calculations\n";
outputSets(exclusionRow,superPointsIndex,outputSetList);

}
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}
}//end button1_click

#endregion
#region Cova Code implementation
/// GetPC, Finds the the Vulnerability Index of a given set of points.
/// <param name="pts">The set of points in a network to calculate</param>

/// <returns>float. The resulting P/C index</returns>
private float getPC(List<Point> pts)
{

Int32 population = new Int32();
population = 0;
System.Single PC = new System.Single();
System.Single capacity = new System.Single();
PC = 0;
capacity = 0;
List<Link> links = setEvalLinks(pts);
for (int i = 0; i < pts.Count; i++)
{

population += pts[i].getPop();
}
for (int i = 0; i < links.Count; i++)
{

capacity += links[i].getCapacity();
}
PC = population / capacity;
return PC;

}
/// Writes selected points into the output window

private void outputPoints(List<Point> outPoints)
{

//points in list
List<int> pIds = new List<int>(0);
outputConsole.Text += "\n Selected links:";
for (int k = 0; k < outPoints.Count; k++)
{

pIds.Capacity++;
pIds.Add(outPoints[k].getId());
outputConsole.Text += outPoints[k].getId().ToString() + ",";

}
}

private void outputSets(int exclusionRow,int exclusionIndex,List<Set> sets)
{

progressBar2.Value = 0;
progressBar2.Maximum = sets.Count;
StreamWriter sw = new

StreamWriter("C:\\outputFiles\\Row"+exclusionRow.ToString()+"Column"+exclusionIndex.ToSt
ring()+".csv");
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sw.WriteLine("Set,Node1,Node2,Node3,Node4,Index");
//outputConsole.Text += "\nsets in list\n";
for (int i = 0; i < sets.Count; i++)
{

sw.WriteLine(i.ToString()+"," + sets[i].ToString() + sets[i].getIndex().ToString());
/*if (i % 2016 == 0)
{

sw.WriteLine(" NEXT SET");
}*/
//outputConsole.Text += "\n Points: " + sets[i].ToString() + " Index: " +

sets[i].getIndex().ToString();
progressBar2.Value++;

}
sw.Close();
outputConsole.Text += "Done! Results written to C:\\output.csv";

}
/// <summary>

/// Finds all links to be evaluated in a current set. First all possible links are added, then links
which are connected to already selected points are removed

/// </summary>
/// <param name="Pts">The points in the network to evaluate</param>
/// <returns>List of links for evaluation</returns>
private List<Link> setEvalLinks(List<Point> Pts)
{

List<Link> eval = new List<Link>();
List<int> ids = new List<int>();
for (int l = 0; l < Pts.Count; l++)
{

eval.AddRange(Pts[l].getLinks());
ids.Add(Pts[l].getId());

}
for (int l = 0; l < ids.Count; l++)
{

for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
{

if (ids[l] == eval[m].getId())
{

//MessageBox.Show("ids[l]:" + ids[l].ToString() + "evam[m].getid()" +
eval[m].getId().ToString());

eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//break;

}
}

}
//remove duplicate links in eval array
for (int l = 0; l < eval.Count; l++)
{
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for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
{

//if the links contain the same information, they are identical, so remove them
if (eval[l].getCapacity() == eval[m].getCapacity() && eval[l].getId() == eval[m].getId() &&
l!=m && eval[l].getPreviousId() == eval[m].getPreviousId())

{
eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//go up one...
break;

}
}

}
//GC.Collect();
return eval;

}
/// <summary>
/// This Method creates a sample network dataset. This method will be overloaded for use

with ArcGIS
/// </summary>
/// <returns>The List of points representing the Network Dataset</returns>
private List<Point> setPoints()
{

//ArrayList Points = new ArrayList();
//ArrayList ALinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ALinks = new List<Link>();
Point A = new Point(0, 100, ALinks);

//ArrayList BLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> BLinks = new List<Link>();
Point B = new Point(1, 200, BLinks);

//ArrayList CLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> CLinks = new List<Link>();
Point C = new Point(2, 300, CLinks);

//ArrayList DLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> DLinks = new List<Link>();
Point D = new Point(3, 100, DLinks);

//ArrayList ELinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ELinks = new List<Link>();
Point E = new Point(4, 300, ELinks);

//ArrayList FLinks = new ArrayList ();
List<Link> FLinks = new List<Link>();
Point F = new Point(5, 400, FLinks);
ALinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 0));
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ALinks.Add(new Link(4, 5, 0));

BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 0, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(1, 2, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 4, 1));

CLinks.Add(new Link(1, 1, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(3, 3, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(4, 4, 2));

DLinks.Add(new Link(3, 2, 3));
DLinks.Add(new Link(1, 4, 3));

ELinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(4, 2, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(1, 3, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(3, 5, 4));

FLinks.Add(new Link(3, 4, 5));
FLinks.Add(new Link(4, 0, 5));

//ArrayList AllPoints = new ArrayList();
List<Point> AllPoints = new List<Point>();
AllPoints.Add(A);
AllPoints.Add(B);
AllPoints.Add(C);
AllPoints.Add(D);
AllPoints.Add(E);
AllPoints.Add(F);

return AllPoints;
}//end setPoints

/// <summary>
/// Quick search method to get a point
/// </summary>

/// <param name="id">The Id of the point you are searching for</param>
/// <returns>The Point object representing the input Id</returns>
private Point getPointByID(int id)
{

if (id == -99)
{

throw new Exception();
}
//create a new point to return
Point q = new Point();

//for the length of points
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for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{

//if the point is is the same, we return it
if (points[i].getId() == id)
{

q = points[i];
break;//we can prematurely end this once the poit is found

}//end if
}//end search for

return q;
}//end getPointByID

#endregion
#region ArcGIS Code

/// <summary>
/// Overload for setPoints to enable ArcGIS implementation
/// </summary>
/// <param name="shapefile"></param>
/// <returns>The shapefile to grab data from</returns>

private List<List<Point>> superSetPoints(String shapefile,int exclusionRow)
{

List<Point> allPoints = new List<Point>(0);
List<List<Point>> SuperAllPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);
m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex-1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr;
IFeatureClass featCls_inner;
IFeatureCursor featCurs_inner;
IFeature feat;

#region take one of linkSkip algorithm
/*
int linkSkip=-99;

for (int j = 7; j > 0; j++) //this for loop skips one link of one intersection
{

featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
featCls = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs = featCls.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();
linkSkip = -99;
for (int i = 1; i <= featCls.FeatureCount(null); i++)
{

//node_1 = 10
//cap_1 = 16
//node_2 = 17
//cap_2 = 18

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
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//MessageBox.Show("feat.get-Value(8).geTtype =
"+feat.get_Value(8).GetType().ToString()+"\nfeat.get_Value(8).tostring="+feat.get_Value(8).To
String());

if (j != 0)
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link1);
}
else if (j == 0)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && j != 1)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link2);
}
else if (j==1)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && j != 2)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link3);
}
else if (j == 2)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && j != 3)
{

link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link4);
}
else if (j == 3)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && j != 4)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link5);
}
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else if (j == 4)
linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && j != 5)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link6);
}
else if (j == 5)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && j!=6)
{

//MessageBox.Show("added ");
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17),

(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link7);

}
else if (j == 6)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);
//if the link we are currently adding is the same as the one we are skipping, don't add the point

if (linkSkip != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);
allPoints.Add(curPoint);

}
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();

}//end for
SuperAllPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end for
return SuperAllPoints;
*/
#endregion
#region take two of linkSkip Algorithm

featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;

for (int exclusionIndex = 6; exclusionIndex >= 1; exclusionIndex--)
{

featCls_inner = null;
featCls_inner = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs_inner = null;
featCurs_inner = featCls_inner.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();
allPoints = new List<Point>(0);
for (int row = 1; row <= featCls_inner.FeatureCount(null); row++)
{

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
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int valueSkipped = -99;

if (row == exclusionRow)
{

#region case selection of exclusion
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex,valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 5:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 4:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 3:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 2:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9)

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 1:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 0:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

default:
{

throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity")
}

}//end switch
#endregion

}//end elcusion cases
else
{

#region regular row addition
Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),

(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
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links.Add(link1);
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99)
{

link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99)
{

link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link7);

}
#endregion

}//end regual row addation
//put calculated links in point representation

Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);
allPoints.Capacity++;
allPoints.Add(curPoint);
//move to next feature.
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();

}//end inner row counter
//add the set of points to the superPoints list.
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superPoints.Capacity++;
superPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end exclusion counter
#endregion
return superPoints;

}//end method
private List<Link> getExclusionLinks(int exclusionIndex, int valueSkipped, IFeature feat)
{

List<Link> links_ex = new List<Link>(0);
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
{

#region row addition, less link7
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 5:

{
#region row addition less link6
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && (Int32)valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
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#endregion
break;

}
case 4:

{
#region row addition less link 5
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 3:
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{
#region row addition less link 4
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}

Link link2, link3, link5, link6, link7;
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 2:

{
#region regular row addition less link 3
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
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{
Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 1:

{
#region row addition less link 2
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
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links_ex.Add(link1);
}
Link link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 0:

{
#region row addition less link 1

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
default:
{ throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity"); }

}
return links_ex;

}
/// <summary>

/// SetLayers. this code set the layters of the current arcMap Document in the
/// </summary>
public void setLayers()
{

int j = mxDoc.FocusMap.LayerCount;
for (int i = 0; i < j; i++)
{

layerBox.Items.Add(mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(i).Name);
}
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}
#endregion

}//end class
}//end form

C.1.1 Link Module

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Class Link, the object representation of the road links between Point intersections.

/// </summary>
class Link
{

/// <summary>
/// The Capacity of the Link
/// </summary>
private float capacity;
private bool used;
/// <summary>
/// The Id of the Point this link travels to
/// </summary>
private int nextId;
private int previousId;

//Constructor, each point must be created with a capacity and the id it points to
/// <summary>
/// Constructor for Link
/// </summary>

/// <param name="_capacity">The Capacity of the link, in traffic lanes </param>
/// <param name="_nextId">The Id of the point that the link points to</param>

public Link(float _capacity, int _nextId,int _prevId)
{

capacity = _capacity;
nextId = _nextId;
previousId =_prevId;
used = false;

}//end constructor
/// <summary>
/// method to return the capacity of the link
/// </summary>
/// <returns>float. The capacity if this link</returns>
public float getCapacity()
{

return capacity;
}
/// <summary>
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/// method to return the id of the point it refers to
/// </summary>
/// <returns>int. The Id of the point it refers to</returns>
public int getId()
{

return nextId;
}
public int getPreviousId()
{

return previousId;
}
public void setUsed (bool flag)
{

used = flag;
}
public bool getUsed ()
{

return used;
}

}
}

C.1.2 Point Module

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Class Point is a the Basic type representing real world intersections
/// </summary>
class Point
{

/// <summary>
/// Null Constructor. Links, Population and and Id must be set later.
/// </summary>
public Point() { }//null constructor
/// <summary>

/// Proper Constructor.Every point must have an Id, Population a list of Links.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="_id">The Point's Id</param>

/// <param name="_pop">The population centered around the Point</param>
/// <param name="_links">The Links associated to the Point</param>
public Point(int _id, int _pop, List<Link> _links)
{

id = _id;
pop = _pop;
links = _links;
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}
private int id, pop;
/// <summary>
/// the List of Links that originate at this Point
/// </summary>
public List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
/// <summary>
/// quick getter for links
/// </summary>
/// <returns>A list of the Links for this given point</returns>
public List<Link> getLinks()
{

return links;
}//end getLinks
/// <summary>
/// get method for the Point ID
/// </summary>
/// <returns>int. the point's Id</returns>
public int getId()
{

return id;
}//end getId
/// <summary>
/// Finds the Link which has teh lowest capacity.
/// </summary>
/// <returns>Link. The link with the lowest capacity</returns>
public Link findLowest()
{

float lowest = 0;
int lowid = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < links.Count; i++)
{

Link l = (Link)(links[i]);
if (l.getCapacity() < lowest)
{

lowest = l.getCapacity();
lowid = i;

}
}
Link m = (Link)(links[lowid]);
return m;

}
//
/// <summary>
/// Once a link has been used, it must be removed.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="link">The link to remove</param>
public void removeLink(int link)
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{
links.RemoveAt(link);

}
/// <summary>
/// getter of pop
/// </summary>

/// <returns>Int. The popuplation centered around this intersection </returns>
public int getPop()
{

return pop;
}

}
}

C.1.3 Set Module

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

class Set
{

private List<Point> points;
private float index;
public Set(List<Point> _points, float _index)
{

points = _points;
index = _index;

}
public override string ToString()
{

string outP = null;
for (int k = 0; k < 4; k++)
{

System.Windows.Forms.Application.DoEvents();
try
{
outP += points[k].getId().ToString() + ",";
}
catch(Exception)
{

if (k == 0)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 1)
{
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outP += "-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 2)
{

outP += "-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 3)
{

outP += "-99,";
break;

}
else throw new Exception();

}
}
return outP;

}
public float getIndex()
{

return index;
}

}
}

C.1.4 Command Module

using System;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.BaseClasses;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.CATIDs;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Framework;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMapUI;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Summary description for Command1.
/// </summary>
[Guid("587ea935-8341-49d3-b6dd-244de96253ba")]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ProgId("NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS.Command1")]
public sealed class Command1 : BaseCommand
{

#region COM Registration Function(s)
[ComRegisterFunction()]
[ComVisible(false)]
static void RegisterFunction(Type registerType)
{
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// Required for ArcGIS Component Category Registrar support
ArcGISCategoryRegistration(registerType);
//
// TODO: Add any COM registration code here
//

}
[ComUnregisterFunction()]
[ComVisible(false)]
static void UnregisterFunction(Type registerType)
{

// Required for ArcGIS Component Category Registrar support
ArcGISCategoryUnregistration(registerType);
//
// TODO: Add any COM unregistration code here
//

}
#region ArcGIS Component Category Registrar generated code
/// <summary>
/// Required method for ArcGIS Component Category registration -
/// Do not modify the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private static void ArcGISCategoryRegistration(Type registerType)
{

string regKey = string.Format("HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\\CLSID\\{{{0}}}",
registerType.GUID);

MxCommands.Register(regKey);
}
/// <summary>
/// Required method for ArcGIS Component Category unregistration -
/// Do not modify the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private static void ArcGISCategoryUnregistration(Type registerType)
{

string regKey = string.Format("HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\\CLSID\\{{{0}}}",
registerType.GUID);

MxCommands.Unregister(regKey);
}
#endregion
#endregion
private IApplication m_application;
public Command1()
{

//
// TODO: Define values for the public properties
//

base.m_category = "Network Vulnerability"; //localizable text
base.m_caption = "Identify Vulnerable Networks"; //localizable text
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base.m_message = "Identify Vulnerable Networks"; //localizable text base.m_toolTip =
"Network Vulnerability"; //localizable text
base.m_name = "NetworkVulnerability"; //unique id, non-localizable (e.g.
"MyCategory_ArcMapCommand")

try
{

//
// TODO: change bitmap name if necessary
//
string bitmapResourceName = GetType().Name + ".bmp";
base.m_bitmap = new Bitmap(GetType(), bitmapResourceName);

}
catch (Exception ex)
{

System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(ex.Message, "Invalid Bitmap");
}

}
#region Overriden Class Methods
/// <summary>
/// Occurs when this command is created
/// </summary>
/// <param name="hook">Instance of the application</param>
public override void OnCreate(object hook)
{

if (hook == null)
return;

m_application = hook as IApplication;
//Disable if it is not ArcMap
if (hook is IMxApplication)

base.m_enabled = true;
else

base.m_enabled = false;
// TODO: Add other initialization code

}
/// <summary>
/// Occurs when this command is clicked
/// </summary>
public override void OnClick()
{

Form1 f = new Form1();//crteate new form
f.Show();//run the form

}
#endregion

}
}
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Appendix D
Link Removal Approach and Composite Vulnerability Measure

Code

D.1 Main Module

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.BaseClasses;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.CATIDs;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Framework;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMapUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMap;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.SystemUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Editor;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geometry;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.esriSystem;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Carto;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geodatabase;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Form1 the implementation of Cova and Church (1997)

/// algorithms for calculating areas of High Evacuation Vulnearability Indicies
/// </summary>
public partial class Form1 : Form
{

//all point loaded from data
private List<List<Point>> superPoints = new List<List<Point>>();
private List<Point> points = new List<Point>();
//setSize, the number of points in the output sets
private const int setSize = 16;
//temp links
private List<Point> selectedPoints = new List<Point>();

//evaluationLinkslinks, the links that are evaluated for a set of points
private List<Link> evaluationLinks = new List<Link>();
//the calculated clusters
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private List<Set> outputSetList = new List<Set>(0);
//Arc Application Variables
private Type t;
private System.Object obj;
private IApplication app;
private IMxDocument mxDoc;
private ILayer m_Layer;

/// <summary>
/// Form1 Constructor. What must be run first.
/// </summary>
public Form1()
{

InitializeComponent();
//Arc Variables setup
// Get the actual underlying COM type
t = Type.GetTypeFromCLSID(typeof(AppRefClass).GUID);
obj = Activator.CreateInstance(t);
//instanciate app as an ArcMap Document
app = obj as IApplication;
//instanciate mxDoc as the openArcmap document in app
mxDoc = (IMxDocument)app.Document;

//Set the Layers combo box
layerBox.Items.Add("sample network");
setLayers();
//welcome messege
outputConsole.Text += "Welcome to the Network Vulnerability Tool. To identify

Vulnerable networks, Please Select the Layer to use and click the button.\n\n";
}

#region Onclick Code
/// <summary>

/// The Main entry point for calculation of vulnerability indexes across the Network Dataset
/// </summary>
/// <param name="sender"></param>
/// <param name="e"></param>
private void button1_Click_1(object sender, EventArgs e)
{

// the 'Main'
//set up the network of points
/*if (layerBox.Text == "sample network")
{

MessageBox.Show("Invalid input");
points = setPoints();
throw new Exception();

}
else
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{
superPoints = superSetPoints("arc");
outputConsole.Text += "ArcGIS Data read";

}*/
progressBar1.Value = 0;
progressBar1.Maximum = superPoints.Count;
/**

* calculate superpoints as only the set of cova runs that is revoal of for easch link once from each
row

* then write the results of that operation
* then move to the next
*

* call superpoints (int i) wehre i is the index of the row to skip
* */

m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex - 1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr_outer = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
IFeatureClass featCls_outer = featLyr_outer.FeatureClass;;

for (int exclusionRow = 1; exclusionRow <= featCls_outer.FeatureCount(null);
exclusionRow++)

{
superPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);
superPoints = superSetPoints("arc", exclusionRow);

for (int superPointsIndex = 0; superPointsIndex < superPoints.Count; superPointsIndex++)
{

points = new List<Point>(superPoints[superPointsIndex]);
outputSetList = new List<Set>();

for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{

//clear ALL selecteded points
selectedPoints = new List<Point>(0);
int startPoint = i;//start with an input ID
Point p = getPointByID(startPoint);
selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(p);
float currentPC = 0, newPC = 0;
int highIndex = -99;
//List<Link> tmpLinks = new List<Link>();

//outputConsole.Text += "\n##########\nstarting the calculation for point:" + i.ToString() +
"\n######\n";

for (int j = 0; j < setSize - 1; j++)
{

//outputConsole.Text += "\n------\nstarting checking:" + selectedPoints.Count.ToString() + "
element";

evaluationLinks = setEvalLinks(selectedPoints);
currentPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
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//int linkCount = evaluationLinks.Count;
for (int k = 0; k < evaluationLinks.Count; k++)
{

selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()));

//outputConsole.Text += "\n check by adding point:" +
getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId().ToString();

newPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
if (newPC > currentPC)
{

//instead of wirting right away we want to add the on with the
//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is the highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is greater than " +
currentPC.ToString();

highIndex = getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId();
currentPC = newPC;

}
//else

//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is not highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is less than " +
currentPC.ToString();

//remove what we added
selectedPoints.RemoveAt(selectedPoints.Count - 1);

selectedPoints.Capacity--;
//remove what was tested
//evaluationLinks.RemoveAt(k);

}
//if the highest point is already in the list then bail out. we can't keep going

//List<int> usedPointsIds = new List<int>();
if (selectedPoints[selectedPoints.Count - 1].getId() == highIndex)

{
//can't keep going
break;

}
else
{

//if there was high index still equals -99,
//then there was no value that could have added a higher index

if (highIndex == -99)
{

break;
}
else
{

selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(highIndex));

}
}

//outputConsole.Text += "\nAdded Point id:" + highIndex.ToString() + "\n\n";
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}
//outputPoints(selectedPoints);
outputSetList.Capacity++;

outputSetList.Add(new Set(selectedPoints, getPC(selectedPoints)));
}
//progressBar1.Value++;
outputConsole.Text += "\n\nFinished Calculations\n";
outputSets(exclusionRow,superPointsIndex,outputSetList);

}
}

}//end button1_click
#endregion
#region Cova Code implementation

/// <summary>
/// GetPC, Finds the the Vulnerability Index of a given set of points.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pts">The set of points in a network to calculate</param>
/// <returns>float. The resulting P/C index</returns>

private float getPC(List<Point> pts)
{

Int32 population = new Int32();
population = 0;
System.Single PC = new System.Single();
System.Single capacity = new System.Single();
PC = 0;
capacity = 0;
List<Link> links = setEvalLinks(pts);

for (int i = 0; i < pts.Count; i++)
{

population += pts[i].getPop();
}
for (int i = 0; i < links.Count; i++)
{

capacity += links[i].getCapacity();
}
PC = population / capacity;
return PC;

}
/// <summary>
/// Writes selected points into the output window
/// </summary>
private void outputPoints(List<Point> outPoints)
{

//points in list
List<int> pIds = new List<int>(0);
outputConsole.Text += "\n Selected links:";
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for (int k = 0; k < outPoints.Count; k++)
{

pIds.Capacity++;
pIds.Add(outPoints[k].getId());
outputConsole.Text += outPoints[k].getId().ToString() + ",";

}
}

private void outputSets(int exclusionRow,int exclusionIndex,List<Set> sets)
{

progressBar2.Value = 0;
progressBar2.Maximum = sets.Count;
StreamWriter sw = new

StreamWriter("C:\\outputFiles\\Row"+exclusionRow.ToString()+"Column"+exclusionIndex.ToSt
ring()+".csv");

sw.WriteLine("Set,Node1,Node2,Node3,Node4,Index");
//outputConsole.Text += "\nsets in list\n";
for (int i = 0; i < sets.Count; i++)
{
sw.WriteLine(i.ToString()+"," + sets[i].ToString() + sets[i].getIndex().ToString());

/*if (i % 2016 == 0)
{

sw.WriteLine(" NEXT SET");
}*/

//outputConsole.Text += "\n Points: " + sets[i].ToString() + " Index: " +
sets[i].getIndex().ToString();

progressBar2.Value++;
}
sw.Close();

outputConsole.Text += "Done! Results written to C:\\output.csv";
}
/// <summary>

/// Finds all links to be evaluated in a current set. First all possible links are added, then links
which are connected to already selected points are removed

/// </summary>
/// <param name="Pts">The points in the network to evaluate</param>
/// <returns>List of links for evaluation</returns>
private List<Link> setEvalLinks(List<Point> Pts)
{

List<Link> eval = new List<Link>();
List<int> ids = new List<int>();
for (int l = 0; l < Pts.Count; l++)
{

eval.AddRange(Pts[l].getLinks());
ids.Add(Pts[l].getId());

}
for (int l = 0; l < ids.Count; l++)
{

for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
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{
if (ids[l] == eval[m].getId())
{

//MessageBox.Show("ids[l]:" + ids[l].ToString() + "evam[m].getid()" +
eval[m].getId().ToString());

eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//break;

}
}

}
//remove duplicate links in eval array
for (int l = 0; l < eval.Count; l++)
{

for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
{

//if the links contain the same information, they are identical, so remove them
if (eval[l].getCapacity() == eval[m].getCapacity() && eval[l].getId() == eval[m].getId() &&
l!=m && eval[l].getPreviousId() == eval[m].getPreviousId())

{
eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//go up one...
break;

}
}

}
//GC.Collect();
return eval;

}
/// <summary>

/// This Method creates a sample network dataset. This method will be overloaded for use with
ArcGIS

/// </summary>
/// <returns>The List of points representing the Network Dataset</returns>

private List<Point> setPoints()
{

//ArrayList Points = new ArrayList();
//ArrayList ALinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ALinks = new List<Link>();
Point A = new Point(0, 100, ALinks);

//ArrayList BLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> BLinks = new List<Link>();
Point B = new Point(1, 200, BLinks);

//ArrayList CLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> CLinks = new List<Link>();
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Point C = new Point(2, 300, CLinks);

//ArrayList DLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> DLinks = new List<Link>();
Point D = new Point(3, 100, DLinks);

//ArrayList ELinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ELinks = new List<Link>();
Point E = new Point(4, 300, ELinks);

//ArrayList FLinks = new ArrayList ();
List<Link> FLinks = new List<Link>();
Point F = new Point(5, 400, FLinks);

ALinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 0));
ALinks.Add(new Link(4, 5, 0));

BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 0, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(1, 2, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 4, 1));

CLinks.Add(new Link(1, 1, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(3, 3, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(4, 4, 2));

DLinks.Add(new Link(3, 2, 3));
DLinks.Add(new Link(1, 4, 3));

ELinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(4, 2, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(1, 3, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(3, 5, 4));

FLinks.Add(new Link(3, 4, 5));
FLinks.Add(new Link(4, 0, 5));

//ArrayList AllPoints = new ArrayList();
List<Point> AllPoints = new List<Point>();
AllPoints.Add(A);
AllPoints.Add(B);
AllPoints.Add(C);
AllPoints.Add(D);
AllPoints.Add(E);
AllPoints.Add(F);

return AllPoints;
}//end setPoints
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/// <summary>
/// Quick search method to get a point
/// </summary>

/// <param name="id">The Id of the point you are searching for</param>
/// <returns>The Point object representing the input Id</returns>

private Point getPointByID(int id)
{

if (id == -99)
{

throw new Exception();
}
//create a new point to return
Point q = new Point();

//for the length of points
for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{

//if the point is is the same, we return it
if (points[i].getId() == id)
{

q = points[i];
break;//we can prematurely end this once the poit is found

}//end if
}//end search for
return q;

}//end getPointByID
#endregion
#region ArcGIS Code

/// <summary>
/// Overload for setPoints to enable ArcGIS implementation
/// </summary>
/// <param name="shapefile"></param>
/// <returns>The shapefile to grab data from</returns>
private List<List<Point>> superSetPoints(String shapefile,int exclusionRow)
{

List<Point> allPoints = new List<Point>(0);
List<List<Point>> SuperAllPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);
m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex-1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr;
IFeatureClass featCls_inner;
IFeatureCursor featCurs_inner;
IFeature feat;

#region take one of linkSkip algorithm
/*
int linkSkip=-99;

for (int j = 7; j > 0; j++) //this for loop skips one link of one intersection
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{
featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
featCls = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs = featCls.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();
linkSkip = -99;

for (int i = 1; i <= featCls.FeatureCount(null); i++)
{

//node_1 = 10
//cap_1 = 16
//node_2 = 17
//cap_2 = 18

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
//MessageBox.Show("feat.get-Value(8).geTtype =

"+feat.get_Value(8).GetType().ToString()+"\nfeat.get_Value(8).tostring="+feat.get_Value(8).To
String());

if (j != 0)
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link1);
}
else if (j == 0)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && j != 1)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link2);

}
else if (j==1)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && j != 2)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link3);

}
else if (j == 2)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && j != 3)
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{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link4);
}
else if (j == 3)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && j != 4)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link5);

}
else if (j == 4)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && j != 5)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link6);

}
else if (j == 5)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && j!=6)
{

//MessageBox.Show("added ");
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link7);
}
else if (j == 6)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);
//if the link we are currently adding is the same as the one we are skipping, don't add the point

if (linkSkip != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);
allPoints.Add(curPoint);

}
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();

}//end for
SuperAllPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end for
return SuperAllPoints;
*/
#endregion
#region take two of linkSkip Algorithm

featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
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for (int exclusionIndex = 6; exclusionIndex >= 1; exclusionIndex--)
{

featCls_inner = null;
featCls_inner = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs_inner = null;
featCurs_inner = featCls_inner.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();
allPoints = new List<Point>(0);

for (int row = 1; row <= featCls_inner.FeatureCount(null); row++)
{

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
int valueSkipped = -99;
if (row == exclusionRow)
{

#region case selection of exclusion
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex,valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 5:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 4:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 3:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 2:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 1:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 0:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

default:
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{
throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity");

}
}//end switch
#endregion

}//end elcusion cases
else
{

#region regular row addition
Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link1);
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99)
{

link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link6);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99)
{

link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link7);

}
#endregion

}//end regual row addation

//put calculated links in point representation
Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);

allPoints.Capacity++;
allPoints.Add(curPoint);
//move to next feature.
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();

}//end inner row counter
//add the set of points to the superPoints list.
superPoints.Capacity++;
superPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end exclusion counter
#endregion
return superPoints;

}//end method
private List<Link> getExclusionLinks(int exclusionIndex, int valueSkipped, IFeature feat)

{
List<Link> links_ex = new List<Link>(0);
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
{

#region row addition, less link7
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 5:

{
#region row addition less link6
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && (Int32)valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);
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}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 4:

{
#region row addition less link 5
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 3:

{
#region row addition less link 4
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 2:

{
#region regular row addition less link 3
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}

Link link2, link4, link5, link6, link7;
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
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links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 1:

{
#region row addition less link 2
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
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{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 0:

{
#region row addition less link 1

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
default:

{ throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity"); }

}
return links_ex;

}
/// <summary>

/// SetLayers. this code set the layters of the current arcMap Document in the
/// </summary>
public void setLayers()
{

int j = mxDoc.FocusMap.LayerCount;
for (int i = 0; i < j; i++)
{
layerBox.Items.Add(mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(i).Name);

}
}

#endregion
}//end class

}//end form

D.1.1 Link Module

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Data;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Text;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.BaseClasses;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.CATIDs;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Framework;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMapUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMap;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.SystemUI;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Editor;
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using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geometry;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.esriSystem;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Carto;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Geodatabase;

namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Form1 the implementation of Cova and Church (1997)

/// algorithms for calculating areas of High Evacuation Vulnearability Indicies
/// </summary>
public partial class Form1 : Form
{

//all point loaded from data
private List<List<Point>> superPoints = new List<List<Point>>();
private List<Point> points = new List<Point>();
//setSize, the number of points in the output sets
private const int setSize = 16;
//temp links
private List<Point> selectedPoints = new List<Point>();

//evaluationLinkslinks, the links that are evaluated for a set of points
private List<Link> evaluationLinks = new List<Link>();
//the calculated clusters
private List<Set> outputSetList = new List<Set>(0);
//Arc Application Variables
private Type t;
private System.Object obj;
private IApplication app;
private IMxDocument mxDoc;
private ILayer m_Layer;

/// <summary>
/// Form1 Constructor. What must be run first.
/// </summary>
public Form1()
{

InitializeComponent();
//Arc Variables setup
// Get the actual underlying COM type
t = Type.GetTypeFromCLSID(typeof(AppRefClass).GUID);
obj = Activator.CreateInstance(t);
//instanciate app as an ArcMap Document
app = obj as IApplication;
//instanciate mxDoc as the openArcmap document in app
mxDoc = (IMxDocument)app.Document;

//Set the Layers combo box
layerBox.Items.Add("sample network");
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setLayers();

//welcome messege
outputConsole.Text += "Welcome to the Network Vulnerability Tool. To identify Vulnerable
networks, Please Select the Layer to use and click the button.\n\n";

}

#region Onclick Code
/// <summary>

/// The Main entry point for calculation of vulnerability indexes across the Network Dataset
/// </summary>
/// <param name="sender"></param>
/// <param name="e"></param>
private void button1_Click_1(object sender, EventArgs e)
{

// the 'Main'
//set up the network of points
/*if (layerBox.Text == "sample network")
{

MessageBox.Show("Invalid input");
points = setPoints();
throw new Exception();

}
else
{

superPoints = superSetPoints("arc");
outputConsole.Text += "ArcGIS Data read";

}*/
progressBar1.Value = 0;
progressBar1.Maximum = superPoints.Count;
/**

* calculate superpoints as only the set of cova runs that is revoal of for easch link once from each
row

* then write the results of that operation
* then move to the next
*

* call superpoints (int i) wehre i is the index of the row to skip
* */

m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex - 1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr_outer = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
IFeatureClass featCls_outer = featLyr_outer.FeatureClass;;

for (int exclusionRow = 1; exclusionRow <= featCls_outer.FeatureCount(null); exclusionRow++)
{

superPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);
superPoints = superSetPoints("arc", exclusionRow);

for (int superPointsIndex = 0; superPointsIndex < superPoints.Count; superPointsIndex++)
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{
points = new List<Point>(superPoints[superPointsIndex]);
outputSetList = new List<Set>();

for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{

//clear ALL selecteded points
selectedPoints = new List<Point>(0);
int startPoint = i;//start with an input ID
Point p = getPointByID(startPoint);
selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(p);
float currentPC = 0, newPC = 0;
int highIndex = -99;
//List<Link> tmpLinks = new List<Link>();

//outputConsole.Text += "\n##########\nstarting the calculation for point:" + i.ToString() +
"\n######\n";

for (int j = 0; j < setSize - 1; j++)
{

//outputConsole.Text += "\n------\nstarting checking:" + selectedPoints.Count.ToString() + "
element";

evaluationLinks = setEvalLinks(selectedPoints);
currentPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
//int linkCount = evaluationLinks.Count;
for (int k = 0; k < evaluationLinks.Count; k++)
{

selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()));

//outputConsole.Text += "\n check by adding point:" +
getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId().ToString();

newPC = getPC(selectedPoints);
if (newPC > currentPC)
{

//instead of wirting right away we want to add the on with the
//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is the highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is greater than " +
currentPC.ToString();
highIndex = getPointByID(evaluationLinks[k].getId()).getId();

currentPC = newPC;
}
//else

//outputConsole.Text += "\nPoint is not highest, " + newPC.ToString() + " is less than " +
currentPC.ToString();

//remove what we added
selectedPoints.RemoveAt(selectedPoints.Count - 1);

selectedPoints.Capacity--;
//remove what was tested
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//evaluationLinks.RemoveAt(k);
}

//if the highest point is already in the list then bail out. we can't keep going
//List<int> usedPointsIds = new List<int>();

if (selectedPoints[selectedPoints.Count - 1].getId() == highIndex)
{

//can't keep going
break;

}
else
{

//if there was high index still equals -99,
//then there was no value that could have added a higher index

if (highIndex == -99)
{

break;
}
else
{
selectedPoints.Capacity++;
selectedPoints.Add(getPointByID(highIndex));
}

}
//outputConsole.Text += "\nAdded Point id:" + highIndex.ToString() + "\n\n";

}
//outputPoints(selectedPoints);
outputSetList.Capacity++;

outputSetList.Add(new Set(selectedPoints, getPC(selectedPoints)));

}
//progressBar1.Value++;
outputConsole.Text += "\n\nFinished Calculations\n";
outputSets(exclusionRow,superPointsIndex,outputSetList);

}
}

}//end button1_click
#endregion
#region Cova Code implementation

/// <summary>
/// GetPC, Finds the the Vulnerability Index of a given set of points.

/// </summary>
/// <param name="pts">The set of points in a network to calculate</param>

/// <returns>float. The resulting P/C index</returns>
private float getPC(List<Point> pts)
{

Int32 population = new Int32();
population = 0;
System.Single PC = new System.Single();
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System.Single capacity = new System.Single();
PC = 0;
capacity = 0;
List<Link> links = setEvalLinks(pts);
for (int i = 0; i < pts.Count; i++)
{

population += pts[i].getPop();
}
for (int i = 0; i < links.Count; i++)
{

capacity += links[i].getCapacity();
}
PC = population / capacity;
return PC;

}
/// <summary>
/// Writes selected points into the output window
/// </summary>
private void outputPoints(List<Point> outPoints)
{

//points in list
List<int> pIds = new List<int>(0);
outputConsole.Text += "\n Selected links:";
for (int k = 0; k < outPoints.Count; k++)
{

pIds.Capacity++;
pIds.Add(outPoints[k].getId());
outputConsole.Text += outPoints[k].getId().ToString() + ",";

}
}

private void outputSets(int exclusionRow,int exclusionIndex,List<Set> sets)
{

progressBar2.Value = 0;
progressBar2.Maximum = sets.Count;
StreamWriter sw = new

StreamWriter("C:\\outputFiles\\Row"+exclusionRow.ToString()+"Column"+exclusionIndex.ToSt
ring()+".csv");

sw.WriteLine("Set,Node1,Node2,Node3,Node4,Index");
//outputConsole.Text += "\nsets in list\n";
for (int i = 0; i < sets.Count; i++)
{

sw.WriteLine(i.ToString()+"," + sets[i].ToString() + sets[i].getIndex().ToString());
/*if (i % 2016 == 0)
{

sw.WriteLine(" NEXT SET");
}*/

//outputConsole.Text += "\n Points: " + sets[i].ToString() + " Index: " +
sets[i].getIndex().ToString();
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progressBar2.Value++;
}
sw.Close();
outputConsole.Text += "Done! Results written to C:\\output.csv";

}

/// <summary>
/// Finds all links to be evaluated in a current set. First all possible links are added, then links
which are connected to already selected points are removed

/// </summary>
/// <param name="Pts">The points in the network to evaluate</param>
/// <returns>List of links for evaluation</returns>
private List<Link> setEvalLinks(List<Point> Pts)
{

List<Link> eval = new List<Link>();
List<int> ids = new List<int>();
for (int l = 0; l < Pts.Count; l++)
{

eval.AddRange(Pts[l].getLinks());
ids.Add(Pts[l].getId());

}
for (int l = 0; l < ids.Count; l++)
{

for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
{

if (ids[l] == eval[m].getId())
{

//MessageBox.Show("ids[l]:" + ids[l].ToString() + "evam[m].getid()" +
eval[m].getId().ToString());

eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//break;

}
}

}
//remove duplicate links in eval array
for (int l = 0; l < eval.Count; l++)
{

for (int m = 0; m < eval.Count; m++)
{

//if the links contain the same information, they are identical, so remove them
if (eval[l].getCapacity() == eval[m].getCapacity() && eval[l].getId() == eval[m].getId() &&
l!=m && eval[l].getPreviousId() == eval[m].getPreviousId())

{
eval.RemoveAt(m);
m--;
//go up one...
break;
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}
}

}
//GC.Collect();
return eval;

}
/// <summary>

/// This Method creates a sample network dataset. This method will be overloaded for use with
ArcGIS

/// </summary>
/// <returns>The List of points representing the Network Dataset</returns>

private List<Point> setPoints()
{

//ArrayList Points = new ArrayList();
//ArrayList ALinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ALinks = new List<Link>();
Point A = new Point(0, 100, ALinks);

//ArrayList BLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> BLinks = new List<Link>();
Point B = new Point(1, 200, BLinks);

//ArrayList CLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> CLinks = new List<Link>();
Point C = new Point(2, 300, CLinks);

//ArrayList DLinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> DLinks = new List<Link>();
Point D = new Point(3, 100, DLinks);

//ArrayList ELinks = new ArrayList();
List<Link> ELinks = new List<Link>();
Point E = new Point(4, 300, ELinks);

//ArrayList FLinks = new ArrayList ();
List<Link> FLinks = new List<Link>();
Point F = new Point(5, 400, FLinks);

ALinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 0));
ALinks.Add(new Link(4, 5, 0));

BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 0, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(1, 2, 1));
BLinks.Add(new Link(2, 4, 1));

CLinks.Add(new Link(1, 1, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(3, 3, 2));
CLinks.Add(new Link(4, 4, 2));
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DLinks.Add(new Link(3, 2, 3));
DLinks.Add(new Link(1, 4, 3));

ELinks.Add(new Link(2, 1, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(4, 2, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(1, 3, 4));
ELinks.Add(new Link(3, 5, 4));

FLinks.Add(new Link(3, 4, 5));
FLinks.Add(new Link(4, 0, 5));

//ArrayList AllPoints = new ArrayList();
List<Point> AllPoints = new List<Point>();
AllPoints.Add(A);
AllPoints.Add(B);
AllPoints.Add(C);
AllPoints.Add(D);
AllPoints.Add(E);
AllPoints.Add(F);

return AllPoints;
}//end setPoints

/// <summary>
/// Quick search method to get a point
/// </summary>

/// <param name="id">The Id of the point you are searching for</param>
/// <returns>The Point object representing the input Id</returns>
private Point getPointByID(int id)
{

if (id == -99)
{

throw new Exception();
}
//create a new point to return
Point q = new Point();

//for the length of points
for (int i = 0; i < points.Count; i++)
{

//if the point is is the same, we return it
if (points[i].getId() == id)
{

q = points[i];
break;//we can prematurely end this once the poit is found

}//end if
}//end search for
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return q;
}//end getPointByID

#endregion
#region ArcGIS Code

/// <summary>
/// Overload for setPoints to enable ArcGIS implementation
/// </summary>
/// <param name="shapefile"></param>
/// <returns>The shapefile to grab data from</returns>

private List<List<Point>> superSetPoints(String shapefile,int exclusionRow)
{
List<Point> allPoints = new List<Point>(0);
List<List<Point>> SuperAllPoints = new List<List<Point>>(0);

m_Layer = mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(layerBox.SelectedIndex-1);
IFeatureLayer featLyr;
IFeatureClass featCls_inner;
IFeatureCursor featCurs_inner;
IFeature feat;

#region take one of linkSkip algorithm
/*
int linkSkip=-99;

for (int j = 7; j > 0; j++) //this for loop skips one link of one intersection
{

featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;
featCls = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs = featCls.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();
linkSkip = -99;
for (int i = 1; i <= featCls.FeatureCount(null); i++)
{

//node_1 = 10
//cap_1 = 16
//node_2 = 17
//cap_2 = 18

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
//MessageBox.Show("feat.get-Value(8).geTtype =

"+feat.get_Value(8).GetType().ToString()+"\nfeat.get_Value(8).tostring="+feat.get_Value(8).To
String());

if (j != 0)
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link1);
}
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else if (j == 0)
linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && j != 1)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link2);

}
else if (j==1)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && j != 2)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link3);

}
else if (j == 2)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9);

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && j != 3)
{

link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link4);

}
else if (j == 3)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && j != 4)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link5);

}
else if (j == 4)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && j != 5)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Add(link6);

}
else if (j == 5)

linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && j!=6)
{

//MessageBox.Show("added ");
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Add(link7);
}
else if (j == 6)
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linkSkip = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);
//if the link we are currently adding is the same as the one we are skipping, don't add the point

if (linkSkip != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);
allPoints.Add(curPoint);

}
feat = featCurs.NextFeature();

}//end for
SuperAllPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end for
return SuperAllPoints;
*/
#endregion
#region take two of linkSkip Algorithm
featLyr = m_Layer as IFeatureLayer;

for (int exclusionIndex = 6; exclusionIndex >= 1; exclusionIndex--)
{

featCls_inner = null;
featCls_inner = featLyr.FeatureClass;
featCurs_inner = null;
featCurs_inner = featCls_inner.Search(null, false);
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();
allPoints = new List<Point>(0);
for (int row = 1; row <= featCls_inner.FeatureCount(null); row++)
{

List<Link> links = new List<Link>();
int valueSkipped = -99;
if (row == exclusionRow)
{

#region case selection of exclusion
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(17);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex,valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 5:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(15);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 4:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(13);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 3:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(11);
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links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 2:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(9);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 1:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(7);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

case 0:
valueSkipped = (Int32)feat.get_Value(5);

links = getExclusionLinks(exclusionIndex, valueSkipped, feat);
break;

default:
{

throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity");
}

}//end switch
#endregion

}//end elcusion cases
else
{

#region regular row addition
Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link1);

Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99)
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99)
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99)
{

link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link4);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99)
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99)
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99)
{

link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links.Capacity++;
links.Add(link7);

}
#endregion

}//end regual row addation
//put calculated links in point representation

Point curPoint = new Point((Int32)feat.get_Value(4), (Int32)feat.get_Value(3), links);
allPoints.Capacity++;
allPoints.Add(curPoint);
//move to next feature.
feat = featCurs_inner.NextFeature();

}//end inner row counter
//add the set of points to the superPoints list.
superPoints.Capacity++;
superPoints.Add(allPoints);

}//end exclusion counter
#endregion
return superPoints;

}//end method
private List<Link> getExclusionLinks(int exclusionIndex, int valueSkipped, IFeature feat)

{
List<Link> links_ex = new List<Link>(0);
switch (exclusionIndex)
{

case 6:
{

#region row addition, less link7
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);
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}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 5:

{
#region row addition less link6
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && (Int32)valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{
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link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 4:

{
#region row addition less link 5
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link4, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 3:

{
#region row addition less link 4
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link3, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
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links_ex.Add(link3);
}

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 2:

{
#region regular row addition less link 3
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}
Link link2, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(7) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 1:

{
#region row addition less link 2
if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

Link link1 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(6), (Int32)feat.get_Value(5),
(Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link1);

}

Link link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
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link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
case 0:

{
#region row addition less link 1
Link link2, link3, link4, link5, link6, link7;

if (valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link2 = new Link((Int16)feat.get_Value(8), (Int32)feat.get_Value(7), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link2);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(9) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link3 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(10), (Int32)feat.get_Value(9), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link3);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(11) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link4 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(12), (Int32)feat.get_Value(11), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link4);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(13) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link5 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(14), (Int32)feat.get_Value(13), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link5);

}
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if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(15) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))
{

link6 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(16), (Int32)feat.get_Value(15), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));
links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link6);

}
if ((Int32)feat.get_Value(17) != -99 && valueSkipped != (Int32)feat.get_Value(4))

{
link7 = new Link((Int32)feat.get_Value(18), (Int32)feat.get_Value(17), (Int32)feat.get_Value(4));

links_ex.Capacity++;
links_ex.Add(link7);

}
#endregion
break;

}
default:

{ throw new Exception("Invalid case possiblity"); }

}
return links_ex;

}
/// <summary>

/// SetLayers. this code set the layters of the current arcMap Document in the
/// </summary>
public void setLayers()
{

int j = mxDoc.FocusMap.LayerCount;
for (int i = 0; i < j; i++)
{

layerBox.Items.Add(mxDoc.FocusMap.get_Layer(i).Name);
}

}
#endregion

}//end class
}//end form

D.1.2 Point Module

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Class Point is a the Basic type representing real world intersections
/// </summary>
class Point
{
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/// <summary>
/// Null Constructor. Links, Population and and Id must be set later.
/// </summary>
public Point() { }//null constructor
/// <summary>

/// Proper Constructor.Every point must have an Id, Population a list of Links.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="_id">The Point's Id</param>

/// <param name="_pop">The population centered around the Point</param>
/// <param name="_links">The Links associated to the Point</param>

public Point(int _id, int _pop, List<Link> _links)
{

id = _id;
pop = _pop;
links = _links;

}
private int id, pop;

/// <summary>
/// the List of Links that originate at this Point
/// </summary>
public List<Link> links = new List<Link>();

/// <summary>
/// quick getter for links
/// </summary>
/// <returns>A list of the Links for this given point</returns>
public List<Link> getLinks()
{

return links;
}//end getLinks

/// <summary>
/// get method for the Point ID
/// </summary>
/// <returns>int. the point's Id</returns>
public int getId()
{

return id;
}//end getId
/// <summary>
/// Finds the Link which has teh lowest capacity.
/// </summary>
/// <returns>Link. The link with the lowest capacity</returns>
public Link findLowest()
{

float lowest = 0;
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int lowid = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < links.Count; i++)
{

Link l = (Link)(links[i]);
if (l.getCapacity() < lowest)
{

lowest = l.getCapacity();
lowid = i;

}
}
Link m = (Link)(links[lowid]);
return m;

}
//
/// <summary>
/// Once a link has been used, it must be removed.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="link">The link to remove</param>
public void removeLink(int link)
{

links.RemoveAt(link);
}
/// <summary>
/// getter of pop
/// </summary>

/// <returns>Int. The popuplation centered around this intersection </returns>
public int getPop()
{

return pop;
}

}
}

D.1.3 Command Module

using System;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.BaseClasses;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ADF.CATIDs;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.Framework;
using ESRI.ArcGIS.ArcMapUI;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

/// <summary>
/// Summary description for Command1.
/// </summary>
[Guid("587ea935-8341-49d3-b6dd-244de96253ba")]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
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[ProgId("NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS.Command1")]
public sealed class Command1 : BaseCommand
{

#region COM Registration Function(s)
[ComRegisterFunction()]
[ComVisible(false)]
static void RegisterFunction(Type registerType)
{

// Required for ArcGIS Component Category Registrar support
ArcGISCategoryRegistration(registerType);

//
// TODO: Add any COM registration code here
//

}

[ComUnregisterFunction()]
[ComVisible(false)]
static void UnregisterFunction(Type registerType)
{

// Required for ArcGIS Component Category Registrar support
ArcGISCategoryUnregistration(registerType);
//
// TODO: Add any COM unregistration code here
//

}
#region ArcGIS Component Category Registrar generated code
/// <summary>
/// Required method for ArcGIS Component Category registration -
/// Do not modify the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private static void ArcGISCategoryRegistration(Type registerType)
{

string regKey = string.Format("HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\\CLSID\\{{{0}}}",
registerType.GUID);

MxCommands.Register(regKey);
}
/// <summary>
/// Required method for ArcGIS Component Category unregistration -
/// Do not modify the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private static void ArcGISCategoryUnregistration(Type registerType)
{

string regKey = string.Format("HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\\CLSID\\{{{0}}}",
registerType.GUID);

MxCommands.Unregister(regKey);
}
#endregion
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#endregion
private IApplication m_application;
public Command1()
{

//
// TODO: Define values for the public properties
//

base.m_category = "Network Vulnerability"; //localizable text
base.m_caption = "Identify Vulnerable Networks"; //localizable text
base.m_message = "Identify Vulnerable Networks"; //localizable text
base.m_toolTip = "Network Vulnerability"; //localizable text
base.m_name = "NetworkVulnerability"; //unique id, non-localizable (e.g.
"MyCategory_ArcMapCommand")

try
{

//
// TODO: change bitmap name if necessary
//
string bitmapResourceName = GetType().Name + ".bmp";
base.m_bitmap = new Bitmap(GetType(), bitmapResourceName);

}
catch (Exception ex)
{

System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(ex.Message, "Invalid Bitmap");
}

}
#region Overriden Class Methods
/// <summary>
/// Occurs when this command is created
/// </summary>
/// <param name="hook">Instance of the application</param>
public override void OnCreate(object hook)
{

if (hook == null)
return;

m_application = hook as IApplication;

//Disable if it is not ArcMap
if (hook is IMxApplication)

base.m_enabled = true;
else

base.m_enabled = false;
// TODO: Add other initialization code

}
/// <summary>
/// Occurs when this command is clicked
/// </summary>
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public override void OnClick()
{

Form1 f = new Form1();//crteate new form
f.Show();//run the form

}
#endregion

}
}

D.1.4 Set Module

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
namespace NetworkVulnerabilityArcGIS
{

class Set
{

private List<Point> points;
private float index;
public Set(List<Point> _points, float _index)
{

points = _points;
index = _index;

}
public override string ToString()
{

string outP = null;
for (int k = 0; k < 16; k++)
{

System.Windows.Forms.Application.DoEvents();
try
{

outP += points[k].getId().ToString() + ",";
}
catch(Exception)
{

if (k == 0)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 1)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 2)
{
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outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 3)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 4)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 5)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 6)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 7)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 8)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 9)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 10)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 11)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
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else if (k == 12)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 13)
{

outP += "-99,-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 14)
{

outP += "-99,-99,";
break;

}
else if (k == 15)
{

outP += "-99,";
break;

}
else throw new Exception();

}
}
return outP;

}
public float getIndex()
{

return index;
}

}
}

D.2 Composite Vulnerability Measure

Imports System
Imports System.IO
Imports System.Runtime.InteropServices

Imports System.Security.Principal
Imports System.Security.Permissions
Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic
Public Class Form1

Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs)
Handles Button1.Click

Dim di As New IO.DirectoryInfo("c:\section_8")
Dim diar1 As IO.FileInfo() = di.GetFiles()
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Dim dra As IO.FileInfo

'list the names of all files in the specified directory

Txttrial.Text = "Running..."

ReadAndCompare()

Txttrial.Text = Txttrial.Text + vbNewLine + "Done!"

End Sub

Sub ReadAndCompare()

Dim base As Double
Dim file As Double
Dim stringToTokenizeBase As String
Dim StringArrayBase As String()
Dim namesStreamReaderBase As System.IO.StreamReader
Dim filename As String
namesStreamReaderBase = New IO.StreamReader("C:\base_case.txt", True)
Dim di As New IO.DirectoryInfo("c:\section_8")
Dim diar1 As IO.FileInfo() = di.GetFiles()
Dim dra As IO.FileInfo
Dim stringToTokenize As String
Dim StringArray As String()
For Each dra In diar1

filename = dra.FullName.ToString
Dim namesStreamReader As System.IO.StreamReader
namesStreamReader = New IO.StreamReader(dra.FullName, True)
Dim namesStreamWriter As System.IO.StreamWriter
namesStreamWriter = New IO.StreamWriter("C:\output.txt", True)

This while loop should loop through the total length of the file1.txt file

While (namesStreamReader.Peek <> -1)
'namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
' namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
'namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
' filename = namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
'namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
namesStreamReader.ReadLine()
namesStreamReaderBase.ReadLine()
namesStreamWriter.WriteLine(filename)

While (namesStreamReaderBase.Peek <> -1)
stringToTokenize = namesStreamReader.ReadLine
StringArray = stringToTokenize.Split(",")
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stringToTokenizeBase = namesStreamReaderBase.ReadLine
StringArrayBase = stringToTokenizeBase.Split(",")

base = Double.Parse(StringArrayBase(17))
file = Double.Parse(StringArray(17))

If StringArray(17).Equals("NaN") And StringArrayBase(17).Equals("NaN") Then
Else

If (base <> file) Then
namesStreamWriter.WriteLine(StringArray(0) + "," + StringArray(17) + "," +
StringArrayBase(17))

End If
End If

End While

'the idea is to call readline a couple of times to skip forward ovre the blank and uncessary lines.

namesStreamReaderBase.Close()
namesStreamReaderBase = New IO.StreamReader("C:\base_case.txt", True)

End While
namesStreamWriter.Close()

Next
End Sub
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Appendix E
Population/Capacity Approach

Figure E.1: A neighbourhood located along Armstrong Road, Frontenac County. Each

intersection has a unique ID number and the population is in brackets below the ID

number. The capacity of each link is labeled accordingly.

The above example utilizes node 381 as the root node (the red point in Figure E.1). The

capacity for node 381 is three because there are potentially three exits with a lane capacity of 1

each. All capacities in this neighbourhood equal one. The formula for population/capacity ratios

is population divided by capacity for every intersection. This is based on the iterative nature of

the ratios as typified in Cova and Church (1997). This approach first calculates an index value for
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the root node. Next, this root node is matched to the adjacent nodes and this index value is re-

calculated for each separate scenario with each adjacent node. If this new index value is higher

than the previous value for the root node, these two nodes then become a set. The adjacent node

that calculates the highest index value with the root node then becomes the set. This set now tests

all adjacent nodes to it, including ones previously tested, to identify vulnerable paths and areas.

Once the set reaches the cluster threshold or the index value is no longer increasing, then the

vulnerability index for this root node has been calculated. Node 381 is the root node with a

population of 45 and capacity of 3. Any vulnerability indexes will now have to be greater than 15

(i.e., 45/3).

Table E.1: Population/Capacity Ratio Calculations

Population Capacity Index

381- 341 88 3 29.3

381-379 90 3 30

381-380 90 4 29.3

381-379-341 133 3 44.3

381-379-348 168 5 33.6

381-379-376 133 5 26.6

381-379-380 135 5 27

381-379-341-380 178 4 44.5

381-379-341-348 211 4 52.75

381-379-341-376 178 4 44.5

Note: Sets are bolded in Table E.1

Importantly, once two nodes are joined, the connecting street between them is removed

from the analysis because this exit potential no longer remains; i.e., therefore is no way to leave
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the network from that particular link. Thus, 381-379 becomes a set with an index value of 30. The

third node to join the set is node 341 with a total index value of 44.3. The fourth value to join the

set is node 348. Thus, these 4 nodes for set 381 have an index value of 52.75.
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Appendix F
Example of Composite Vulnerability Measure

Link removal involves removing one link at a time from the Frontenac County street network and

recalculating all index values. By removing a link from the Frontenac County street network, it

can be seen how the vulnerability values are changed. Figure F.1 represents a section of the

Frontenac County street network, located on Armstrong Road, north of Bath Road (Highway 33).

Each node is labeled with the population below it in brackets, and capacity is labeled on each

street. Throughout this example, the root node is node 381. There are two potential exits from

381, with a lane category of 1. All capacities in this neighbourhood equal one.

Population/capacity ratios are based on population divided by capacity for every

intersection (Cova and Church 1997). This iterative approach first calculates the vulnerability

index value for the root node (i.e., 381). Next, this root node is matched to the adjacent nodes and

the index values are re-calculated. Whichever adjacent node creates the highest index value –

greater than the initial population/capacity ratio – with the root node becomes the set. This set

now tests all adjacent nodes to it, including ones previously tested to identify vulnerable paths

and areas. Once the set reaches the threshold size or the index value is no longer increasing, then

the vulnerability for this root node has been calculated. However, in this scenario one link has

been removed from the analysis: 381-379. This is done to examine the effects of a link failure

(due to any reasons) on the vulnerability indices for the rest of the network. Node 381, as the root

node, has a population of 45 and a capacity of 2. Thus, any sets now have to achieve a higher

vulnerability index of greater than 22.5.
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Figure F.1: Example of Link Removal Approach

Node 381-341 is now a set with a vulnerability index of 88 (Table F.1). Attempts can be

made to join another node to this set; however, this index value cannot be surpassed. Therefore,

when the link 379-381 is removed from the analysis, this set becomes remarkably smaller with

only two nodes and a total vulnerability index value of 88. This index level is greater than the

previously achieved value of 52.75 (see Appendix E), for this same root node. However, if
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another link is removed instead (e.g., link 381-341) then another index value for this root node

will result.

Table F.1: An Example of Population/Capacity Ratio Calculations for Link Removal

Population Capacity Index

381- 341 88 1 88

381-380 90 3 30

381-341 - 380 133 2 66.5
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Appendix G
Larger Image of Maximum Vulnerability Values for Frontenac County

Figure G.1: Maximum Vulnerability Values For Frontenac County
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Appendix H
Factors used in Regression Analysis

This appendix describes the different variables and how they were calculated for the regression

analysis: population density, road density, population/length of roads and dead-end density. All

variables were calculated for dissemination areas. All density calculations are based in square

metres.

H.1 Population Density

Overall, Frontenac County has a very low population density, with the exception of downtown

Kingston. Population density is a key variable for estimation purposes, as it is assumed that areas

of dense population are more vulnerable in an evacuation.

Figure H.1: 2006 Population Density of Frontenac County by DA
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H.2 Road Density

Figure H.2 identifies dense areas of the road network throughout Frontenac County. Similar to

population density, the only areas of the Frontenac County that exhibit variable levels of density

are located in the downtown area of Kingston. Road density is another key indicator of this

analysis, as it is believed that the denser the road network, the less vulnerable the area, as there

are more ways to exit.

Figure H.2: 2006 Road Density of Frontenac County by DA
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H.3 Population/Length of Roads

Some notable features are obvious from the calculation of this variable: population/length of

roads. Most of the areas within Frontenac County exhibit low values, implying that these are very

sparsely populated areas. However, the downtown of Frontenac County shows the most

variability of density. What is important about this variable is how it was determined, as

population/length of roads can be considered a proxy for the population/capacity ratios. Even

though, the spatial pattern appears to be similar to both population and road density, this is

because this variable uses both population and the sum of length of roads in its calculation. The

values represented on this map illustrate higher values than just population or road density.

Figure H.3: Population Density/Road Density for the City of Kingston
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H.4 Dead-End Density

As can be seen from Figure H.4, there is a reverse pattern taking place compared to population

density and road density. Most dead ends are located outside of the City of Kingston. Dead-ends

were identified from the Sample of Node Link Input (see Figure 3.3), as these nodes only connect

to one other node. The number of dead ends per each DA was calculated using the spatial join

function of ArcMap 9.2. Dead-end density is another way to demonstrate vulnerability and

susceptibility of areas as it limits exit potential.

Figure H.4: Dead-End Density of Frontenac County by DA


